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Abstract

Swedish speakers of English tend to speak with an accent, but the attitudes toward said accent is

unknown. While a few studies have been made regarding listeners' perceptions of their own first

language  accents,  the  results  varied  and  did  not  specifically  adress  English  with  a  Swedish

accent. In the present study of attitudes toward accent, listeners were Swedish, the spoken target

language was English, and the speaker was a person in power. Eight informants of Swedish and

English  language  backgrounds  watched  a  video  recording  of  Swedish  politician  Margot

Wallström speaking  English  with  a  Swedish  accent,  after  which  they  were  asked  questions

regarding her accent and their perceptions and attitudes thereof. While the Swedish informants'

attitudes were more negative and expressed that Wallström should be able to speak with less

Swedish accent, the non-Swedes were more neutral and thought that the accent was expected and

acceptable.  The  results  suggest  that  Swedes  have  high  expectations  of  their  accents  when

speaking English, which is relevant for English speakers, especially public ones, with Swedish

language backgrounds. 
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1. Introduction

Every day, we meet people who speak accents, dialects, sociolects etc. Based on the pronunciation

and  prosody  of  someone's  language,  assumptions  may  be  made  about  the  speaker.  These

assumptions concern groups, and which group that person belongs to, and to which that person does

not belong. If I hear someone speaking the same language as me, I might ask myself whether it

sounds as if the speaker is from my country. If so, what part of my country? If not, which country

do I think the speaker comes from? Many of these questions are relatively easy to answer, at times.

A speaker tends to recognize their own language sounds, but this fact poses questions regarding

other languages. For instance, a Russian may not be able to tell whether someone speaks Swahili

with a Portuguese accent. Perhaps they may be able to do so if the Russian listener in question has

heard Swahili or Portuguese before. 

     English is a language which many people hear daily, even if it is not their native language.

Swedes, for instance, tend to hear English on a daily basis through different media. It can be heard

in media  like commercials,  music,  politics,  movies,  games  or Youtube.  Exposure to  English  is

ubiquitous,  and  this  exposure  makes  it  worth  considering  the  degree  to  which  native  Swedish

speakers are adept at distinguishing whether English is spoken with a foreign accent or not. 

     English might be heard often in a country where it is not an official language. English is, as

stated previously,  a language that comes with media and technology.  Another reason English is

heard so frequently is that it has become the effective lingua franca where it is not spoken as the

native tongue. This is commonly referred to as ”ELF” - English as a lingua franca. (Finegan, 2004,

578). A useful example of the application of ELF occurs in political meetings of representatives and

officials  within  the  European  Union,  where  people  of  many  different  nationalities  can  discuss

various topics by using English (among other languages) as a language in common, even though the

majority of them do not have it as their first. In fact, across the world, English is used more as a
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second or foreign language than as a native (first) language (Crystal,  2006). Many tourists who

come to Sweden might try to use English to communicate with Swedes, and many Swedes are able

to use English, just as Swedes who go abroad have to communicate in English (TNS Opinion and

Social, 2012). 

     Listening to Swedish politicians speaking ELF, I, a Swede, have more than once found myself

feeling embarrassed for some reason. I harbour an expectation, against my better judgment, that

these people, being in positions of power and being representatives of my nation, should be better at

English,  even though it  is  not their  native language.  While  it  would be absurd to expect  every

politician to speak a second language as though it was their first, the very fact that I find the accent

slightly annoying makes me wonder whether I am alone with these reactions. When I give it some

thought,  I  realize  that  it  is  generally  not their  vocabulary,  nor even their  use of grammar,  that

provokes these feelings, but their accent. Consequently, I return to the previous questions as to the

degree  to  which  native  speakers  are  adept  at  distinguishing  whether  English  is  spoken with  a

foreign accent, and whether that accent is discernible as Swedish in origin. 

This study will aim to answer the following research questions: 

 With what degree of accuracy are (1) native speakers of Swedish who are fluent in English

and (2) native speakers of English with experience of Swedish able to identify the origin of

Swedish accents of English speakers?

 How do the two groups perceive a Swedish politician speaking English with a Swedish

accent? 

These  questions  may  seem  specific,  but  they  are  a  small  part  of  a  larger  topic:  spoken

communication. Different accents and dialects differently affect how humans perceive each other,

and are therefore worthy of investigation from a sociolinguistic perspective. As many Swedes speak

and hear English spoken with a Swedish accent on a daily basis, this is an aspect of accent studies

which could provide insights into how accents  can be perceived by different  groups.  Also,  the
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knowledge that  certain  groups tend to  perceive  certain  accents  negatively  could  be  relevant  to

public speakers with such accents, for instance. 

1.1 My Position as a Researcher

This is not an argumentative essay. However, the subject topic concerns attitudes, so this section

will contain a brief explanation of my position and my history with the English language. This also

serves as an example of how a Swede's attitudes towards English spoken with a Swedish accent

might have developed, and Swedish readers might find similarities. 

     For as long as I can remember, I have had opinions about accents. These opinions have not been

expressed in words that can serve as a useful basis for a study, but it is nevertheless important to

note that I have had opinions about accents before I began studying linguistics. If I could have an

opinion about accents without being learned in English, so could others. People around me have

expressed their opinions on accents as long as I can remember, as well. It is, however, difficult to

ascertain whether I would have considered these issues if those around me had not expressed their

own opinions on accents. 

     At an early age, comic books and TV shows began shaping my opinion on the language, and I

thought that English sounded “cool”. I believe I thought that the “coolness” of the English language

was somehow diminished by the everyday sound of Swedish. My English developed throughout

school, and English speaking media played a large part in reinforcing my opinions and improving

my competence in the language. Continuing my English studies at the university, questions arose

concerning  attitudes  towards  accents  and the  specific  sounds  that  formed  them.  One particular

observation was made when listening to English being spoken with a Swedish accent, namely that I

was more negatively affected when certain people spoke that way. It was more difficult to indulge

people who, in my opinion, “should know better”. Celebrities, politicians and teachers were the

primary target groups for these feelings. As I was discovering this, I simultaneously began to form
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the view that it was unreasonable to assume that people should be able to speak a secondary (or

subsequent) language without a foreign accent (native-like competence). 

     I therefore have two contradictory positions, one of which is based on subjective emotions, and

one of which is based on linguistic literature and a strive towards objectivity. 

1. My position  in  this  study is  that  politicians  who speak English  with  a  Swedish  accent

embarrass themselves and the people they represent, and that they should speak with less

foreign accent, like myself. 

2. My position in this study is that politicians who speak English with a Swedish accent are

often judged too harshly, partly because in can be very difficult to speak a foreign language

without an accent, but also because intelligibility should be paramount.  

To clarify, my subjective position is not what lies as the basis for the study. However, as my own

subjective opinions may be reflected in other people, it is relevant to point out that they exist. 

2. Background

2.1 Terminology

In this section, I will discuss and define some of the linguistic terms that can be used to describe the

phenomena studied in the essay. This is done in the interest of shedding some light on how some

linguists use certain terms, but also to contrast this with how non-linguists may use them. In the

case of the study, the interviewees are non-linguists, and they will use terms to refer to different

phenomena, regardless of how accurate these uses are. Also, there are a number of terms that have

to do with the sounds of a language. These terms have several definitions, and can overlap. For

instance, a person can speak a language with an accent and a dialect, and it can simultaneously be

considered a  variety. Linguists disagree on the definitions at times; the definitions might change

over time and the definitions can be different for linguists than for non-linguists. For one, language
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might  seem simple  enough. If  two people speak their  respective languages  and understand one

another,  a hearer might  be perceiving them to be speaking the same language. However,  while

Swedish, Norwegian and Danish are generally considered different languages, speakers of these

languages can often understand each other (i.e. mutual intelligibility) (Bauer, 2002, 4) despite the

notional language barrier. 

2.1.1 Accent

The term accent (or foreign accent) is the most important term for the essay, so this will be defined

first. Crystal (2008) defines it as follows: 

“Accent (n.) (1) The cumulative auditory effect of those features of pronunciation

which  identify  where  a  person  is  from,  regionally  or  socially.  The  linguistics

literature  emphasizes  that  the  term  refers  to  pronunciation  only,  and  is  thus

distinct from dialect, which refers to grammar and vocabulary as well[...]“

(Crystal, 2008, “Accent”)

The definition of ”accent” above comes with an explanation of how it is distinct from dialect. Even

though this  study focuses  on pronunciation  (as  manifested  by accent),  this  does  not  mean that

dialect as a phenomenon cannot influence the results. For instance, a group of people who know the

same dialect, such as the Swedish dialect “Skånska”, might be prone to certain vocabulary errors

when trying to speak the same target language (English). Some of them might say: ”It was a really

man that stole our car”,  as Skånska has the word ”rälig”,  which can roughly be translated into

”bad”,  and the words ”rälig” and ”really” are phonetically close. Another group of people with

another dialect, such as the Swedish dialect ”Orsamål”, would not likely make that mistake, as they

do not have the dialect word ”rälig”. On the other hand, speakers of Orsamål might pronounce the

letter combination ”rd” as two distinct sounds, rather than the ”thick” sound ”-rd” (as in the word

”word”), as this is a common trait in that Swedish dialect. 
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     Accent, as it is presented in the above definition, can be used to “identify where a person is from,

regionally or socially”.  The focus of the study in this essay lies on accents  that  vary based on

geography,  and the term (foreign) accent  is used for this.  On foreign accents,  Markham writes

(1997, 85): 

“ As members of a language community, we can all identify speakers who on the

basis of  their  phonetic  identity  do not  appear to  originate from our language

community. Depending on how we then label their phonetic characteristics with

respect to deviation from local norms or wider 'our-language' norms, we can then

speak of either native non-local accent or non-native accent. These judgments are

never objective – beyond the identification of some characteristic which is deviant

-,  as  the  concepts  'native'  and 'local'  are defined  by the  listener's  beliefs  and

knowledge about himself within his group, and how he regards his own group in

relation to other groups. Further, his beliefs will be affected by his experience and

knowledge of other groups.” 

A word that is roughly equivalent  to accent is the Swedish word  brytning  (sometimes  utländsk

brytning, where utländsk means foreign); however, brytning is a slightly broader term that can refer

to not only auditory phenomena, but also word choice and syntax (Nationalencyklopedin,  entry

brytning,  1990).  It  is  more  of  a  colloquial  term  than  a  linguistically  precise  one,  but  it  is

nevertheless commonly used by Swedes to refer to accents.  A listener could say that a speaker

speaks with a brytning, referring to syntax and word choice deviations and not to pronounciation,

however  it  is  most  often  used  to  describe  deviations  in  ”phones,  rhythm  and  intonation”

(Nationalencyklopedin, 1990). 

2.1.2 Variety

Additionally,  there is another term that could be used to refer to “English that is used by many
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Swedes”, and it should be clear why it is not used in the case of this particular study. The term in

question is variety. Bauer (2002) explains 

“We can use 'variety' to mean a language, a dialect, an idiolect or an accent; it is

a term which encompasses all of these. The term 'variety' is an academic term

used for any kind of language production, whether we are viewing it as being

determined by region, by gender, by social class, by age or by our own inimitable

individual characteristics.”

(Bauer, 4)

Crystal (2008) defines ”variety” as

“(n.)  A  term used  in  sociolinguistics  and  stylistics  to  refer  to  any  system  of

linguistic  expression  whose  use  is  governed by  situational  variables.  In  some

cases, the situational distinctiveness of the language may be easily stated, as in

many  regional  and  occupational  varieties  (e.g.  London  English,  religious

English);  in  other  cases,  as  in  studies  of  social  class,  the  varieties  are  more

difficult to define, involving the intersection of several variables (e.g. sex, age,

occupation).  Several  classifications  of  language varieties  have been proposed,

involving  such  terms  as  dialect,  register,  medium  and  field.  For  some

sociolinguists,  'variety'  is  given  a  more  restricted  definition,  as  one  kind  of

situational distinctive language – a specialized type of language used within a

dialect, e.g. for occupational purposes” 

(Crystal, 509)

These definitions do not make clear whether English with a Swedish accent could be classified as a

variety or not. 

     We could argue that there are systematic errors that Swedes make, and systems of some other

characteristics  of  English  spoken  by Swedes  that  perhaps  might  not  be  considered  errors.  For
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instance, many Swedes use reduplication when greeting: “Hej hej”. This is easily translated to “Hi

hi” or “Hello hello”,  and may be used by Swedish speakers of English more often than native

speakers of English might. It may not be considered less of an error, being an error in terms of the

convention of greeting, when compared to a grammatical error, such as “You was gone”. The “non-

error” kind of trait, together with more typical errors, might be considered a system. Generalizations

can be made to grammatical,  pragmatic  and pronunciation (see section below on pronunciation

errors) traits  found in native speakers of Swedish speaking English. However, in the interest  of

focusing on accents rather than the broader range of traits, variety as a term will not be used in the

study.  Furthermore,  some  terms  may  be  commonly  used  by  non-linguists  to  describe  a

phenomenon. Swenglish as a term has gone from being an informal term describing hybridization

of Swedish and English or one of the languages spoken by a person of the other background, to

being more of an accepted technical term (McArthur, 1998, 14). It is important to know the term, or

its Swedish equivalent “svengelska”, as it is a common term for referring to English with Swedish

traits, and the interviewees in the study might use the word themselves. 

   Finally,  a short comment will be added about spoken register. Aside from the use of various

accents/varieties etc, a person may use different registers. “A language variety associated with a

particular situation of use” (Finegan, 2004, 582). The use of different registers may be more or less

of a conscious effort on the speaker's part, and the level of difficulty in doing this may differ. The

register used in many situations in UN meetings, for instance, will be formal. This is especially true

when a written speech is held. The speech is first planned and written formally, and is then read

with few, to no, changes, and the lack of interaction from the audience will help it remain formal. 

2.2 ELF, EIL, ESL and ENL

The English that is being used in the video recording for the study can be referred to as “English

with a foreign accent” and “English as a second language” (ESL). Another potentially important
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definition of her English use is the language as a lingua franca (ELF). As Jenkins (2007, 1) defines

it: “In essence, a lingua franca is a contact language used among people who do not share a first

language, and is commonly understood to mean a second (or subsequent) language of its speakers”.

ELF can therefore be used to describe the English used in meetings between people with different

nationalities. ELF may also be more specifically defined as communication between two people,

neither of whom has English as their native language (ENL), whereas English as an international

language  (EIL)  can  include  speakers  who  do  (Jenkins,  2).  However,  Jenkins  argues  that,  just

because  an  ENL speaker  enters  an  ELF situation,  that  does  not  mean  that  the  language  used

suddenly changes to EIL. Her position on ELF, as well as the one used in this essay, is that it “does

not exclude NSs of English, but they are not included in data collection, and when they take part in

ELF interactions, they do not represent a linguistic reference point”. (Jenkins, 3). 

     There is more than just an issue of semantics to these terms. English is the largest language in

the world in terms of total  speakers worldwide,  and it  is not surprising that there is a political

dimension to the choice of terms and definitions. In the article “Bringing Europe's  lingua franca

into the classroom”, Jenkins and Seidlhofer (2001) explain ELFE (English as a  lingua franca in

Europe) as a developing variety of English that has not been described. They explain: 

“as it develops, will increasingly look to continental Europe rather than to Britain

or  the  United  States  for  its  norms  of  correctness  and  appropriateness.  [...]

[...]Even those who strongly support the development of a continental European

hybrid variety of English that does not look to Britain or America for its standards

of  correctness,  reveal  a  degree  of  schizophrenia  in  this  respect.  For  example

Charlotte Hoffman has described the English of European learners as spanning

'the whole range from non-fluent to native-like', as though fluency in English were

not a possibility for those whose speech does not mimic that of a native speaker.”

(Jenkins and Seidlhofer, 2001)
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The authors  have two main  suggestions.  The first  is  to change teachers'  and students'  attitudes

towards ELFE so that it can be seen as something in itself, and not only something to be compared

to  American  or  British  English  (and thus  avoid  the  “schizophrenia”  that  they speak of).  Their

second point is that English teaching in Europe must focus on contexts of use relevant specifically

to European speakers of English. 

     Another  article,  “A stateless  language  that  Europe  must  embrace”,  House  (2001)  begins

explicitly: “The language policy in the European Union is both ineffective and hypocritical, and its

ideas of linguistic equality and multilingualism are costly and cumbersome illusions.” She claims

that, instead of using every official language in the nations of the EU, the use of ELF would be

“infinitely better”. One of the main reasons for this is that English has already spread worldwide

and has also been “de-nativised” to a large extent. These articles, and more (e.g. Phillipson, 2001),

show  that  a  Swede  speaking  English  in  a  EU  meeting  is  not  just  for  the  purposes  of  being

understood. The choice and competence of language is very political, even though one might argue

that English has been somewhat “de-nativised”. 

     However, while some linguists seem to have taken to heart that English belongs to everyone, in

Sweden older English curricula have indicated otherwise. The English curricula of 1962 and 1969,

for  instance,  prescribe  that  English  Standard Pronounciation,  “the English,  which is  spoken by

educated people in London and in the south of England” should be the model (Skolöverstyrelsen,

1962,  p.195)  (Skolöverstyrelsen,  1969,  12).  Later  curricula,  such as Lgr 11,  directs  teachers  to

include ”English with some regional and social variants” in 7 th to 9th grade (Skolverket, 2011, 13).

However, while the curricula may have changed, this does not mean that perceptions have changed

accordingly, as generations of Swedes have gone through school with teachers who hold the belief

that certain variations of English are to be considered the most correct. This includes many of the

teachers who are educating the students of today, which means that a large number of people who

speak ELF or ESL in Sweden may be judged according to a scale that might portray most (if not all)
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of them as incompetent, even though they might be able to understand one another quite well. If the

English competence scale goes from non-fluent to native (or native-like), it is clear who will come

out  at  the  top  of  that  list.  Bearing  this  in  mind  can  put  the  next  subchapter,  titled  “Common

pronunciation 'errors'”, into perspective. The word “error” implies that one has made a mistake: that

something is wrong. If many speakers are constantly being accused of having committed errors in

their daily language use, while still being understood a majority of the time, perhaps the definition

by which these errors are identified should be reviewed. 

     While Swedes' attitudes to the English language in general is not the object of study, something

could  be  said  about  the  results  Swedish  students  achieve  in  English  as  a  subject  in  school.

Approximately 53,000 students from 14 different European countries partook in a large study of

language, European Survey on Language Competences (Skolverket, 2012). They were tested in the

two main foreign languages taught in school, meaning English proficiency was tested by every

country except England, and listening, reading and writing skills were all studied. The results were

compared using Common European Frame of Reference,  CEFR, and they showed that Swedish

students had a very high level of proficency in English in all three skill categories. Only Malta

showed greater competence, and only in the writing category, despite the fact that English is an

official language in Malta and not in Sweden. This study suggests a strong relationship between

Swedes and the English language and language competence. 

     Another study was conducted (TNS Opinion and Social,  2012), which showed that 91% of

Swedes claim to be able to speak at least one other language than their mother tongue (p.5), but also

that 86% of those who do have English as one of those languages (p. 21). This study strengthens the

relationship between Swedes and the English language, though not necessarily English language

competence, as this study measures the respondents' own estimation of their abilities. 

2.3 Common Pronunciation ”Errors”

When someone is speaking in a foreign language, features of other languages tend to affect the
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speech production in certain ways. Where there is one ”error”, another of the same kind is likely to

follow. Two people who have the same first language, both trying to speak a specific language, are

likely to produce certain similar systems of errors. Interference occurs when one language interferes

with the target language in such a way (Lightbown and Spada, 2006, p 81-82). 

In “Learner English – A teacher's guide to interference and other problems” Davidsen-Nielsen and

Harder describe the most common mistakes that are made by Scandinavians trying to speak British

English  (Swan and Smith,  2001).  Listed  below are  those  that  commonly  apply to  Swedes (or,

perhaps more accurately, to those who have Swedish as their first language). It should be noted that

many of these mistakes are common, and are similar to those made by Danes and Norwegians.

Also, these lists are not exhaustive, but contain most of the basic errors made. 

Vowels

1. /ɪ/ is often pronounced as a close vowel /iː/:seat for sit.

2. /ӕ/ is often pronounced by Swedish speakers as /e/: bed for bad.[...]

3. /ʊ/ (as in book) is often pronounced as a close and clearly rounded vowel by [...] Swedes.

[…]

4. /uː/ (as in too) is often pronounced [...] as a strongly advanced and somewhat lower vowel

by Swedes. 

5. Swedes [...] frequently replace /ʌ/ (as in duck) by a more rounded front vowel. 

6. […]

7. /ɜː/ (as in turn) is typically rounded and advanced by Swedes[...]

8. /ə/ is not always sufficiently reduced ('unstressed'). 

9. […]

10. /əʊ/ is often pronounced by Swedes as /uː/ (soup for soap). [...]

11. /ɪə/, /eə/ and /ʊə/ (as in here, there and tour) are usually pronounced with /r/ instead of /ə/ by

[...] Swedes. […]
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[It should be noted that there are English accents where /r/ is pronounced following vowels (i.e.

“rhotic accents”), such as Scottish English. However, Swedes sometimes pronounce /r/ in a non-

rhotic accent, such as when speaking Received Pronounciation.]

Consonants

1. /θ/ does not occur and is typically pronounced as /t/ […]

2. /ð/ does not occur in [...] Swedish and is often pronounced as /d/:  den for  then; udder  for

other […]

3. /z/ does not occur and is typically replaced by /s/:  racer  for  razor.  Once they master /z/,

some learners tend to overuse it and to 'buzz' too much. 

4.  /ʒ/ does not occur and is typically replaced by /ʃ/: 'mesher' for measure. 

5. /ʧ/ does not occur and is often pronounced as /tj/. 

6. /ʤ/ does not occur. It is often pronounced as […] /j/ by Swedes: year for jeer. 

7. /r/ is pronounced with the back of the tongue by [...] some (southern) Swedes. [...] most

Swedes replace it by other non-English tip-of-the-tongue r-sounds. 

8. /w/ does not occur and is typically replaced by a lax /v/: vine for wine. 

9. 'Dark' /l/, as in full, fill, occurs only in some Swedish dialects; students tend to replace 'clear'

/l/, as in light. 

10. […]

11. In Swedish [...], consonants are pronounced very long after short vowels; this may be carried

over into English words like coffee, letter, cuff. 

(Davidsen-Nielsen and Harder, 2009, 22-24)

One addition to this list is the slight fronting of /d/ and /t/ when using English, since some Swedes'

equivalents  of  these  sounds  are  produced  slightly  differently,  making  these  consonants  sound

“thinner” (Rönnerdal and Johansson, 2005, 51). 
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2.4 Margot Wallström, English and the EU

The study involves the showing of a video recording of the Swedish politician Margot Wallström,

and I will therefore explain what is known. First of all, as Wallström was chosen as the politician

that the interviewees would listen to, some details are pertinent. Wallström is a politician born in

Sweden 1954 (“Margot  Wallström – biography”, 2015).  She was,  at  the  time of  the  recording

working in  the European Union as  the  “European Commissioner  for  the Environment”,  and is

presently (February 2015) working as  the  minister  for  foreign  affairs  in  Sweden.  English  used

between politicians working within EU departments deserves some special  mention,  and further

details about Wallström can be found in the Method chapter. 

     In  Misused English Words and Expressions in EU Publications  (European Court of Auditors

2013), a list of 98 terms which are regularly used in EU publications is presented. These terms are

examples of words which either do not exist in British or Irish English, or have different meanings

than their British or Irish counterparts. The list was compiled because these terms are mostly or

exclusively used within EU meetings and publications in their current meanings, and have expanded

or changed their meanings due to the use of English as a lingua franca in that specific context. As

EU publications are also meant to be read and understood by people outside of this context, these

words are explained, in a varying level of detail. This is mostly aimed at British and Irish readers,

but it is pointed out that ”[t]his is not a value judgment on the other varieties of English, merely

recognition of the need to communicate in the language that our readers understand best.” (p. 4)

An example:

ACTUAL 

Explanation ‘Actual’ is sometimes used to refer to something that is happening

now. However, in English it means ‘real’ or ‘existing’. 
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Example ‘This appropriation is intended to cover basic salaries of the staff, as

listed in the attached table, based on the actual regulations and on the probable

adjustments.’ 

Alternatives current, present 

(p. 12)

It should be noted that it is possible that Swedish is one of the influences on this specific word, as

the similar Swedish word aktuellt has the meanings of current and present.

2.5 Attitudes on Foreign Accents

Finding  research  about  attitudes  towards  speakers'  own  L1  accent  has  been  notably  difficult.

Research conducted on attitudes towards other speakers native accents and dialects of the English

language has been much easier to find. Beinhoff, in the introduction to a study on attitudes towards

foreign accents writes: 

NNS of  English  largely  outnumber  NS  of  English  given  that  English  is

learned as a second language (L2) by more and more people around the

world. These dimensions, however, are not reflected in research on accents

in English which is still largely based on NS of English. Shifting the focus

of research towards NNS of English and ELF-contexts inevitably inflicts

changes on related concepts because NNS bring additional factors such as

their L1s and their cultures with them which need to be considered with

regard to almost every linguistic notion that has hitherto been based on

research on NS.

(Beinhoff, 2013, p. 2)

Beinhoff  uses  two  social  dimensions  when  measuring  attitudes  towards  foreign  accents,

“solidarity” and “status” (these terms will be adressed below), and mentions that very little research
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has been done in the area, but also that the results of these studies are varied and contradictory. 

1. One study shows that non-native speakers of English do not identify with their L1 accent.

(Dalton-Puffer, Kaltenboek and Smit 1997).

2. Another study by McKenzie from 2008 shows that they identify with an accent that reveals

their L1 accent (referred to in Beinhoff, 2013)

3. A third study suggests  that  their  attitudes  towards  their  L1 accent  accent  is  ambivalent

(Jenkins, 2007). 

While there is no scientific consensus regarding attitudes towards foreign accents, it is important to

consider the social  dimensions of solidarity and status, as the spectrum between liking and not

liking an accent oversimplifies matters. Solidarity traits are exemplified by “pleasant, comfortable,

irritating, sincere and likeable” (Beinhoff, 2009, p. 25) and how much a person identifies with an

accent (Hiraga, 2005, p. 289).  Status traits include successful and intelligent (Beinhoff, 2009, p.

25), and is a measure of the perceived prestige of an accent (Hiraga, 2005, 289). 

     Native speaker attitudes to their native language being spoken with accent are also varied. A

British quantitative study showed that various non-native accents were perceived differently based

on their  origin (Coupland and Bishop, 2007).  As Swedish accents  were not  being studied,  the

important conclusion which can be drawn from this is that it is not simply the presence of a foreign

accent that changes attitudes towards the speaker, but the accent background. 

3. Method

As the aim of the study is to investigate perceptions and opinions on a politician using an accent, a

video recording will be shown to the informants, after which they will answer a small number of

questions in a semi-structured interview. With regard to Wallström, she has received the English

education offered in Swedish primary school and gymnasium. She has not taken part in any other
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post-gymnasial education in English and she is otherwise self-taught, but it is noted that “during her

time  in USA, being active  as  the UN special  representative  of  the  secretary-general  on sexual

violence in conflict, it was easy to be affected regarding pronounciation and picking up American

accent.” (Nordenberg, 2016)

       For the study, the main reason students were chosen was by the ease with which they would be

found and recruited for the study. The fact that they were all students means that the trait somewhat

less relevant when comparing them with one another. For instance, if all of the English students

point  out  one  feature  of  Wallström's  accent,  and  the  Swedish  students  do  not,  this  might  be

attributed to them being native English speakers rather than being students. Social media was used

to find informants by inviting them on Facebook through mutual contacts. If there were suggestions,

direct communication would follow with the proposed informants. Also, posters were displayed on

walls of the local university, Dalarna University College. Concerning gender representation, it was

decided that the group of informants were to consist of least three women and three men out of a

total of eight informants. 

       The English informants would have to have lived in Sweden for at least a couple of months, so

that they would have been exposed to Swedish to a certain degree. The Swedish informants would

have to know and understand some English, so that they could mostly understand the recording.

The choice of using interviews instead of questionnaires, or a qualitative rather than a quantitative

approach,  is  based  on  a  difficulty  in  predicting  answers.  If  there  were  a  limited  number  of

predictable answers to the questions that the study attempts to answer, a questionnaire could instead

have been used. A questionnaire,  especially one that would be answered online, would make it

easier to gather answers from a larger number of informants, as no interviewer would need to meet

with them, answers would already be given in written form etc. As is the case, however, interviews

are more flexible and, if something is not understood by either party, these matters can be clarified.

Also, follow-up questions can be asked if the interviewer wants the participant to expand upon their
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answer.  Finally,  interviews  can  provide  more  opportunity  for  comments  that  are  unexpected,

especially when compared to questionnaires with only multiple choice answers. 

3.1 The Clip

The recording shows Margot Wallström, a politician from Sweden, speaking about climate change.

The whole clip is 1 min 56 s, of which 1 min 40 s is shown. The final 16 seconds, or so, do not

show Wallström, so that part is not used. The clip is shown using a laptop and the video is streamed

from the Internet site Youtube (www.youtube.com), where anyone can upload video clips for the

public to watch. The particular video used for the study is called “Margot Wallstrom on Climate

Change”,  a  title  which  is  visible  for  the  informants  during  the  interview,  and  the  video  was

uploaded by the “user” EurActiv, who regularly uploads video clips from interviews about the EU.

The video recording was chosen based on the fact that the speaker is a person in power speaking

with a foreign Swedish accent.  Furthermore,  she speaks with an accent  that  is  discernable,  but

hopefully not so distinct that it impedes understanding. This should be an adequate speech for our

purposes, as it is given to an international audience. 

3.2 The Interview

After the clip has been shown for the first time, the questions below will be asked, and follow-up

questions are written in italics. They are questions that may already have been answered by the

original  question,  and  that  will  be  asked  if  they  have  not.  Note  that  this  is  a  semi-structured

interview,  so  the  order  and  the  exact  phrasing  of  the  questions  may  vary  from  interview  to

interview. 

1. Shortly describe, just a sentence or two, what do you think you just listened to?

2. What can you tell me about the speaker, based not on what you know, but what you just

listened to?
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Where do you think the speaker is from?

What do you think the speaker works as?

3. What makes you think so? 

What sounds, more specifically, do you think tells you that?

4. What do you think of the fact that a person in that position speaks in such a way? 

The first  two questions concern about early impressions,  and are therefor asked first.  The first

question is partially there to open up conversation, but it also aims to make sure that the listener has

understood roughly what the video clip was about. If the clip is not understood adequately to make

a short comment of what it is about, then perhaps the accent used by the speaker is so heavy that it

impedes  understanding.  The  second  question  is  quite  open,  and  concerns  what  information  is

conveyed about the speaker in the clip, from the clip.  This includes information about her job,

nationality and schooling, and this can come from her accent but also from her vocabulary, clothing,

her name, body language etc. Also, if the informant already knows background information about

the speaker (which is likely, as the speaker is a quite famous Swedish politician), the speaker is

asked “If you did not know these things that you do about the speaker, do you think you could have

guessed these things?”. This is of course a hypothetical question, and should not be used as “proof”

that the informants could indeed have deduced these facts. The reason the question is as open as it

is, and not specifically concerned with the speaker's nationality or accent, is that it is relevant to the

study to discover whether the speaker's accent and nationality are topics that are mentioned early in

the answer to an open question. 

     The remaining questions  are  inquiries  which require  more  consideration  on behalf  of  the

informant, and are therefore asked later in the interview. The third question is tied to the second,

and concerns the reasons these estimations are made. If an informant has pre-existing assumptions

about the speaker, they will explain these. Similarly, if the informants have made speculations about

how they would have assessed the speaker's origin, had they not known things about the speaker,
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they will explain these “hypothetical assessments”. The third question comes with different follow-

up questions based on the speculations made by the informant that concern the nationality, accent

and language use in general by the speaker. For instance, if someone says that they can hear that the

speaker is from a Scandinavian country, they will be asked to explain how they are able to do so. If

someone claims that they think that the speaker is from Sweden, and that it can be heard for some

reason, they are given the opportunity to listen to parts  of the clip again.  They are asked what

specific sounds they think give the speaker away as a Swede (or as whatever the informant thinks

the speaker is) before the clip is played for the second time. By doing this, the informants can now

more consciously consider what features of the language use are deviant from ENL while listening

to the clip. The fourth question concerns the informant's attitude towards the presence of accent in

the speaker's English. The question is posed as ”What do you  think  of the fact...” to allow for a

range of answers based on the interviewee's initial thoughts, whether they concern personal feelings

or assumptions of other people's opinions etc.  Does the accent matter  to the perception of the

speaker and/or the speech? If so, what thoughts and feelings does it evoke? 

     The interviews are conducted in Swedish when the informants are Swedes, and in English when

they are not. They are recorded using a dictating machine and thereafter transcribed. The only parts

of the transcribed Swedish interviews that are translated are the ones to appear in the essay. Next,

the  interviews  are  analyzed  separately,  and  the  informants  are  given  pseudonyms.  This  initial

analysis  is made to establish the informant and its general views in a context separate from the

others. Finally, the interviews are openly coded and compared. The comparison is mostly based on

nationality, rather than other traits such as gender and age. 

      The original intention was to have the questions asked in Swedish, and that the informants could

answer  in  English  or  Swedish,  according  to  their  preference.  The reason for  this  was that  the

interviewer has English as a second language, and therefore speaks English with a Swedish accent.

As the author and interviewer are the same entity, it is difficult for the strength of the accent to be
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objectively assessed.  Since the questions concern accent and attitudes towards them, the English

speaking informants should not be disinclined to speak their mind about accent simply because a

person who speaks English with a Swedish accent is interviewing them. This is because observing

the normal politeness protocols could obstruct or inhibit frankness and honesty in their responses.

However, the English informants had significantly varying degrees of understanding of Swedish.

After weighing the risk of misunderstandings against the risk of politeness creating biased answers,

English was chosen as the language in which they would be interviewed. 
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4. Results and Analysis

The results of the interviews will be summarised below. First, they will be described and analysed

individually, and then they will be compared and contrasted. 

4.1 Interviews, Individually.

The interviews will be presented, one by one, though their full content in transcribed form are found

in Appendix.  The general impressions from each informant will be presented, as well as the most

relevant parts of each interview. The names used are not the informants' real names. 

U.S. American male, “Jerry”

Jerry was the first informant and from USA. The interview was initially intended to be performed

partially  in  Swedish  (the  questions  would  have  been  asked in  Swedish),  but  early  in  our  pre-

interview conversations  it  became clear  that  communication  would be easier  if  we both spoke

English. Swedish was originally chosen as the language for the interviews so that my own accent

would not influence the English-speaking informants to express positive attitudes towards accents

for the sake of politeness. However, after the interview it became clear that “Jerry” thought that my

accent was slight to unnoticeable, and this made me decide to use English for the remainder of the

English interviews. Jerry had lived in Sweden for a short while and could understand Swedish quite

well, but communication became easier after the language switch, and he showed confidence in his

answers  during  the  interview.  After  the  clip  was  shown,  it  was  clear  that  he  had listened  and

expressed his perceptions about a number of topics, even before the questions were asked. 

     Jerry did not recognize the speaker, but noticed the name “Margot Wallstrom” as Scandinavian,

though he said he would not be able to recognize the accent as Scandinavian. He used the term

“accent” interchangeably with “voice” and “sound”. He was adamant, however, that he could hear

that she was a non-native English speaker, and that this could easily be detected from her accent,
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but that her use of the the language was “perfect, though”. The notion that language proficiency

aside  from  accent,  and  accent  itself,  are  two  distinct  features  is  one  which  returns  in  later

interviews. He was furthermore impressed by her phrasings and her use of the figure of speech

“digging a hole”. 

     Jerry had a clear understanding of the overall content of the clip, and was aware that it was a

recording of a meeting about climate change and that the speaker was a political figure. He used the

term ”accent”, and presented some examples of specific sounds that he thought were strange, such

as the word “prize” sounding more like “price”,  and the word “talk” sounding more like [tɔk].

When asked to present his thoughts on the fact that a politician spoke with an accent, he replied that

he had no opinion, simply because her accent was not a factor in his interpretation of her or her

cause.  However,  he did say that,  while the majority of people would have no qualms with her

accent,  some people  would  think  that  she  was  “putting  on airs”,  and that  many Americans  in

particular are likely to think of her as “obviously Euro”, or as if trying to sound British. 

U.S American male, “John” 

John was born in the U.S (California) and spoke American English, and had lived in Sweden for a

couple  of  years  although,  when asked about  his  nationality,  he answered:  “Philipino,  Swedish,

Norwegian...  and,  yeah,  and  French.“  What  this  means  is  unclear,  but  it  would  seem that  he

associated himself with a large number of nations and peoples, regardless of actual citizenship. He

was uncertain of whence Wallström originated, as well, but he thought that her name (which he

read) seemed Swedish, and that her accent (his choice of word) put her in Germany, the Netherlands

or Sweden. He also noted that her accent suggested that she had studied British English, and that

she had a position in the EU or that she had a degree in “environmental awareness”. 

     I asked him which specific sounds revealed her as a non-native speaker of English, and he

counted  up  some  words:  “also”,  “about”,  “environmental”  (These  three  words  are  given  no
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explanation  as  to  why they sound strange)  “issues”  (the  /ɪ/  is  close  and front  (Rönnerdal  and

Johansson,  27)  and “world”  (he  specified  that  the  “o”  and “r”  sounded strange).  He said  that

“maybe the vowels, E, A, I, O, U... I think I can tell, like, she has a different pronunciation. It's not

quite British, but it's like British with some sort of, like, accent.” 

     John was asked about his thoughts on the fact that Wallström spoke with an accent and, at first,

he was very diplomatic and neutral, but then admitted that she did not achieve the same flow as

some other speakers (Barack Obama was his example), and that it was a little hard to concentrate on

her speech. She did ”get her point across”, he said, and that he did not “think any less of her or

anything”.

Canadian male, “Frank”

Of the  informants  who were  native  speakers  of  English,  Frank was the  one  who had lived  in

Sweden the longest. He also had a good, clear impression of what the clip was about. When asked

what he could relate about his impression of the speaker, he said that it seemed she had tried several

methods of addressing the climate change issue, but that more practical steps had to be taken for

there to be a change. To clarify, when I first asked about the speaker, his first instinct was not to

mention her nationality or job per se, so it was clear that Frank had been focusing on the content of

the clip. When asked specifically where he thought the speaker was from, he answered: “I was

thinking that  she was from Sweden”,  as  though it  was his  first  impression.  He later  started to

question whether her first language was Swedish, as he initially perceived her to be and which had

seemed obvious to him at the time. He said: “I should better at identifying the Swedish accent, I

guess”, and laughed. This was taken as him alluding to the fact that he had lived in Sweden for a

substantial period of time. He suggested that she could be Danish, or at least Scandinavian. Frank

used the term ”accent” (as seen in the previous quote) as well as the Swedish term “brytning”,

which is synonymous with accent, at least in layman's terms (“Brytning”, entry on NE.se, 2015).
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     The examples he gave of sounds that revealed her (as well as many other Swedes) as a Swede

included the fact that they pronounce many “s” like /s/ when the should be pronounced /z/, such as

in the word “is”. He also mentioned her pronunciation of the word “hole” as being noteworthy, but

not  being  able  to  able  to  place  it  any where  (possibly  geographically),  he  tried  to  mimic  her

pronunciation. This mimicry sounded like /hol/ or /hul/(instead of /hoʊl/ or /həʊl/), claiming that it

sounded more  “pronounced”.  Another  way of  identifying  her  as  not  being  a  native  speaker  of

English is ”the rhythm, or the way, like, melody of her voice too.” He explained that Swedes “tend

to go up and down [pitches voice down, then up]” when speaking (i.e. pitch modulation), compared

to native English speakers, who are more limited in range.

     Frank's thoughts on the fact that that a politician speaks with an accent is interesting in that he

was in fact somewhat positive towards it. He describes it as “global”, and that

“[...]if somebody has an accent, like a non-English speaking accent, and they're

speaking English, it brings something to the table. […] they have a more varied

background and […] for some reason they seem more educated. I don't know, it's

silly, cause somebody, like an American who speaks English, it doesn't... Or a

British  person  speaking  English,  you  know,  it's...  Doesn't  sound  special,  but

someone who's speaking an extra language, and she spoke it really well.  […] I

could  say  not  the  best,  like,  'uttal'  [Sw.  pronunciation],  pronunciation  and

everything, but she had a good vocabulary, but you get kind of, like, 'oh, she's got

a second language who she's proficient at', so...”

Canadian male, “Chris”

During the interview, there was a technical issue which proved to be positive and negative to the

study. “Chris” could watch the clip just before the interview (3-4 minutes), but he could not watch it

during the interview. When the other informants were asked to specify certain sounds they thought
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sounded strange, they were given an opportunity to listen to the recording again, but Chris could

not. The effects of this inconvenience will be explained below. 

     Chris pointed out very soon after that the speaker was probably Swedish, and that she was

speaking in front of a governmental or organizational meeting about the environment. The more we

spoke of it, the more insecure he became in this initial reply,  thinking that she could have been

Danish or Dutch. He used the word “accent”, himself, to describe her particular articulation. He said

that she was very good at English, but that sometimes her accent would ”get in the way”. This

seems to be a reference to how her accent affected his impression of the speech as a whole, rather

than  him  not  understanding  her.  He  also  admitted  he  was  “very  critical[...]overall  she  was

excellent”.  Again,  pronunciation competence seems to be considered as separate from language

competence overall. 

     When asked about the specific sounds that he thought sounded deviant, he could not remember

any specific sounds or words and, since we could not watch the clip again, another theory sprung to

mind. Perhaps it is difficult to specify what sounds make up an accent unless the listener knows

beforehand to listen for that kind of sounds. On the other hand, Chris did mention that there was

something to her “enunciation”, but was unsure whether that was the word to describe it: 

“Um, yeah, I noticed often, sort of, like, I don't know if it's “enunciates”, like

when they finish a sentence. 'From Sweden'  [Chris goes down in pitch, then up

when  saying  “”From  Sweden”].  It's  almost  like  every  word,  they  will  kind

of...doesn't  matter  the  word,  usually,  it  seems,  from  my  experience.  It's  like,

whatever the last word is in a sentence, though, kind of...a little 'kick' to it.“

Change in pitch is one of the constituents of Swedish accent (Rönnerdal and Johansson, 2010, 105).

Finally, Chris was asked what he thought of the fact that a politician speaks with an accent: 

“I think it's fine. I mean, it's very easy for me to understand, and like it or not,

English is the global language of communication in the world. You know, mainly
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due to  financial  and business  reasons,  so  that's  the  language,  you know,  you

usually  use...  I  think  it's  fine,  um...I  didn't  really  struggle  to  understand  her,

so...that's the most important thing, it's understanding.”

Swedish male, “Erik”

Erik was the only male of the Swedish informants, and he also had some different impressions of

Wallström's accent. First, he knew she was from Sweden, and he thought he could have guessed her

origin to be Scandinavian if he had not known her place of origin. He thought it was quite clear that

she  was  not  a  native  speaker  of  English:  “[...]one  can  imagine  that  she,  um...doesn't  have

particularly,  um...  particularly much English education in her baggage [meaning “with her from

earlier”]”. He used the term “bryter” (a verb form of “brytning”) to describe how she sounded, and

when asked which specific sounds gave her away as a Swede, he first said that her vowels were

“tydliga” (Sw. “clear”, “distinct”). The words he uses as examples of this are “Thing” (/ɪ/ is close

and  front  (Rönnerdal  and  Johansson,  2010,  27)),  “the”  (/ðe/  rather  than  the  unstressed  /ðə/

(Rönnerdal  and Johansson,  28,  36)),  and ”working”  (/wørkɪŋ/  rather  than  /wɜrkɪŋ/  or  /wɜ:kɪŋ/)

(Rönnerdal and Johansson, 35)). He also explains that some of the hard consonants sound strange,

or possibly that some of the consonants sound “hard” (/k/ is the consonant he uses as an example).

The two last words he mentions as sounding strange are “can't” (with the /t/ sounding “thinner”

(Rönnerdal and Johansson, 51) and the /ɑ:/ being more back (Rönnerdal and Johansson, 34)) and

“decades” (pronounced /dɪkeɪdz/). 

     However, as mentioned previously, Erik's thoughts on the fact that a politician speaks with a

“brytning” resembles the notion of solidarity (Beinhoff, 2009, p. 25). 

Erik: “Well...since  she  nevertheless  seems  to  master  the  language,

besides the fact that you, you can hear that she is from a different origin, I don't

think it's any real problem...but I don't know about the others, outside of Sweden,
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if they react the same way...that I know of. “

Interviewer: “So you don't think that...simply put, you don't think it bothers

you? It's not bothersome, or...?”

Erik: “No, not at all. Something feels, also, to me that it is a little, a

little nice that a politician can...can be allowed to speak this way. It feels like it's a

little more, um, a little more...well, that it doesn't come with such professionalism

being a politician. Because it isn't  [ju] what should be the most important, how

well one masters the media, or...the techniques of being a politician. “

Swedish female, “Lisa”

It was somewhat difficult to make Lisa feel at ease at first, as she seemed to lack confidence in her

comprehension of the questions and the quality of her answers, although she gave an account which

showed that she had understood most of the speech. Giving her more direct (less open) questions

proved useful, and it was soon clear that she knew who the speaker was, and that she thought that

she would have been able to identify her as a Swede by her accent. She used the Swedish term “ju”

frequently;  this  is  an  adverb  which  signifies  confidence  about  a  statement  and/or  that  the

participants in a conversation are likely to agree on something being true. This implies that she had

some confidence in the validity of her observations. She said that she felt stupid for not being able

to put words on what she thought sounded strange. It was, however, very clear that it was easy for

Lisa to detect that the speaker spoke with an accent. 

     She did, nevertheless, mention the word “talking” as sounding non-English, both consonants

vowels. Also, she referred to the words “dig” and “hole” and, while not being able to specify the

difference in sounds, her imitation of the word “hole” suggests that she thought it sounded closer

to /hol/ than it should. Other than these examples, Lisa used the word “brytning” and that she could

hear it all the time, but as she has heard ”svengelska” (Swenglish, or English spoken with a Swedish
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accent) from childhood, it was difficult for her to specify what sounds made up the accent. 

Lisa describes the accent as being a distracting/bothering factor (“störande moment”), and that it

distracts the listener from the content somewhat. Lisa explains that she thinks that it should not be a

factor, but that it works on an subconscious level: 

”Well, it's […] a distracting, or I can imagine it being […] you notice it. You think

about it […] I think it's a little bit subconscious […] That does not mean she is

bad at English […] She is very good at English, and vocabulary and such...so you

just have to consider that/take that into account.”

     Again, this points to the belief that the skill in the English language and speaking with an accent

are two distinct abilities.  

Swedish female, “Maria”

Maria came straight to the point in many questions, and had strong feelings about accent. She also

had a clear picture of what the content of the clip was (including knowing who the speaker was),

and thought it was  comical and revealing how the speaker discussed doing things instead of just

talking about them. She also suspected that the speaker was not the same person as the one who

wrote the speech.  When Maria was asked what she could say about the speaker based on what what

she had seen and heard in the clip, she replied

“Well,  she is  [“ju”] from Sweden,  which is  [“ju”] very obvious.  It  is  a very

pronounced accent, and I can't really figure out whether I think my confidence in

her increases or not. It...could honestly depend on the heavy accent, as well as

some linguistic errors. But, at the same time, nowadays you have...I have a pretty

good understanding for “yeah, but not everyone speaks English fluently”, and

it's, like, nothing that should be taken into account when listening to what she's

actually saying. “
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She also pointed out over-generalization as one of the potential constituents of the speaker's accent

by saying that there are some words in both English and Swedish that are similar, and that the

pronounciation  of  an  English  word  could  be  affected  by  the  pronounciation  of  a  Swedish

counterpart.  The word she uses as an example is “will”,  but acknowledges that the words have

different meanings (“will” and “vill”), and that it could affect how one pronounces the similar word

in the other language.  Other “errors” she mentioned were that the dental  fricatives,  /θ/  and /ð/,

sound more like /d/, and that her pronunciation of the word “just” is [/ʤast/] instead of [/ʤʌst/].

She further claimed that  she thought she would have been able to guess that  Wallström was a

Swede based on her “language melody”. 

     When she was asked for her thoughts about the fact that a politician spoke with an accent, Maria

said that she does think about it, and perhaps more so because Swedes tend to think of themselves

as  being competent  at  speaking English.  At  the same time, she acknowledges  that  the speaker

belongs to a different generation that did not have so much English education. 

Swedish female, “Jenny”

Jenny brought her music studies to the interview. She was studying classical singing, and this gave

her a special perspective that became evident. When asked what she could tell me about the speaker

based on the clip, she replied ”Yeah, um...I thought it was very difficult to take in what she said,

because I was so disturbed by her English. Spoke very bad English, bad articulation and...diction,

isn't it called?“. It would seem her singing lessons had made her think about these aspects, and so

articulation and diction were phenomena she was actively looking for, as they were subjects she

studied herself, explaining it thus: “It might be a little 'music nerdery'...” The interview continued

with her being asked which specific sounds that would give her away, but instead of her considering

words, she replied that the language melody/intonation (Sw. “språkmelodi”) is how she, or people

in general, recognize accents. Since her reply was quite firm, she did not watch part of the clip
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again (as the other informants did) for specific sounds. 

     Finally, she was asked what she thought of the fact that a person in power spoke the way she did,

she stated her opinion: 

“Um...I think that...part of being a politician is [ju] to be able to reach out to the

masses, and not being able to do that in such a global language as English is[ju]

quite a bad thing. [laughs] That not even I can understand a Swedish politician,

and I consider myself being able to understand English quite well”

How much Jenny understood of the clip is unclear, as her account of the contents of the clip was

relatively short: “Um...Margot Wallström's, uh, suggestion for, uh, climate improvement during the

Copenhagen meeting”. On the other hand, she was the only one who followed the instruction “just a

sentence or two” for that question. 

4.2 Interviews - Comparisons. 

When comparing the interviews, some patterns started to emerge. In this section, comparisons will

be made in respect of some of the basic conditions of the interview, such as the informants being

able  to  understand  the  content  of  the  speech.  A further  set  of  comparisons  will  be  presented

regarding the understanding of the origin of the accent, followed by features that the informants

believed constituted the accent. Finally, attitudes toward the accent will be compared.  

    Initially, a number of observations were made regarding the basic requirements of the interviews.

All interviewees seemed to be able to understand, at least to a degree, the content of the speech.

This is important, as one of the reasons behind using the specific speech was it being relatively easy

to  understand,  despite  an  easily  discernable  accent.   All  of  the  Swedish  informants  seemed  to

recognize  Wallström,  while  none  of  the  non-Swedish  informants  did.  All  of  the  non-Swedish

informants seemed to recognize her position as a politician, however. This means that all of the

informants had an understanding of the speaker being a person in power. 
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     The origin of the accent was some matter of consideration for the informants. The non-Swedish

informants  were uncertain,  and guesses  included any of  the  Scandinavian  countries  along with

German and Dutch. Their guesses were limited to the Germanic languages, however, and centered

around Scandinavia. The non-Swedish informants had been in Sweden for a couple of months up to

several years, and Frank, who had been in Sweden the longest, was the one that seemed most secure

in his answer that the speaker was indeed Swedish. Notably, Jerry pointed out that he thought that

the speaker had learned British English rather than, for example, American English or Australian

English. The same observation was also made by John and Frank. The Swedish informants had all

recognized  Wallström  as  being  a  Swede.  Maria  thought  that  the  accent  heard  was  obviously

Swedish,  and  Lisa  also  thought  she  would  have  been  able  to  guess  Swedish.  Erik  and  Jenny

surmised  that  they  might  not  have  been able  to  pinpoint  her  origin  based  on her  accent  more

specifically than “Scandinavian” or “Nordic countries”. However, while the Swedish informants

showed  a  higher  degree  of  certainty,  it  should  be  stressed  that  this  is  a  matter  of  informants

speculating about what they might be able to guess. Finally, it may be pertinent to note that none of

the Swedish informants pointed out the idea that the speaker had learned British English. 

     Terms used by the informants themselves were varied, and it should be noted that technical

terms were not used by the interviewer until the informants had themselves used them. For instance,

“sounds” was a term used until an informant proposed “accent”, at which point “accent” could be

used be both participants. All of the non-Swedes used “accent” to refer to how the speaker sounded

and as the basis for their assumption of origin. Frank, who had lived in Sweden the longest, used the

term “brytning” before using “accent”, despite speaking English at the time. Chris incorrectly used

the term “enunciation” to describe “prosody”, and Frank explained how Swedes “go up and down”,

saying that they “sing”. Of the Swedish informants, only Lisa used the term “accent”. All of the

Swedish informants used the term “brytning” or the verb form, “bryta”. Both Jenny and Maria used

the term “språkmelodi” (literally “language melody), a phrase meaning “prosody”. 
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     When asked to explain what constituted the accent, none of the informants gave the impression

that they found it to be a simple question.  With the exception of Chris, every informant had the

opportunity to listen to part of the clip again. Of the non-Swedish informants, Jerry and Frank both

pointed out that some of the s's were pronounced as /s/ rather than /z/. This is a common Swedish

pronunciation error when speaking English (Davidsen-Nielsen and Harder, 2009, 22-24). Jerry also

says  that  her  pronunciation  is  more  “precise”,  and  mentions  the  words  “issues”,  where  the

pronunciation of the first letter of the word “issues” as the signifier of a foreign accent (this is later

echoed by John). The imitations of the word indicate a more front and close vowel /i/ rather than /ɪ/.

Both Jerry and Frank claim that the word “hole” is a key revealing factor, and Frank's imitation of

her pronunciation is /hol/ or /hul/ rather than /hoʊl/.  According to Davidsen-Nielsen and Harder

(22-24), /ʊ/ is often “pronounced as a close and clearly rounded vowel”. John considered whether it

was the vowels that gave her away in words like “also”, “about”, “environmental”, “about” and

world”, but was unable to specify. Chris, being unable to re-watch the recording, had difficulties

remembering  specific  words,  but  mentioned  the  word  “ambiguous”  as  sounding  non-native  in

accent. However, Chris also mentioned that Wallström spoke with a Swedish intonation or prosody

(did  not  use either  of  those terms).  As previously stated,  Frank also noted the  intonation.  The

Swedish informants made some similar observations. Lisa mentioned the words “dig”, hole” and

“talking”. “Dig” was imitated as /dɪg/ with /ɪ/ instead of /i/, meaning the word as a whole is also

produced more front and close (further up in the mouth, and closer to the teeth). This gives the word

a “thinner” quality, or perhaps more “precise”, in Jerry's words. Maria also comments that /ð/ sound

more like /d/, which is also a common error (Davidsen-Nielsen and Harder, 22-24). It seems likely

that the Swedish /d/ sound becomes a substitute for several similar sounds in English. Both Maria

and Jenny indicated intonation as being important in recognizing the accent. 

     Towards the end of each interview, the informant was asked about their attitude regarding a

person in power speaking English with an accent. The non-Swedes were mostly neutral. Jerry and
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Chris both stated that they had no opinion, or that it was “fine”. Other factors, such as the content of

the speech and overall language proficiency seemed to be more relevant. Chris, however, suggested

that Americans may react negatively to her British accent. John was also neutral in general, and that

he had “nothing against it”, but admitted that he found the flow to be slightly affected by her accent,

as compared to people like Obama. Frank, on the other hand reported that he found that speaking

with an accent can make a speaker “seem more educated” and that it  “brings something to the

table”. This can be compared with the Swedish informants, who were more negative towards the

accent. Lisa found the accent to be distracting from the content of the speech. Maria said that the

accent  was noticable especially since “Swedes claim to be so terribly good at  English, and she

might not be”. Jenny was the informant who seemed to have the most negative opinion, claiming: “I

think that...part of being a politician is to be able to reach the masses, and then not to be able to

make oneself understood in such a global language as English is quite bad”. This could also be a

comment on the accent being so strong that it impedes comprehension, so this should be taken into

account. Finally, Erik had a somewhat different attitude towards her accent, saying that it is “kind

of nice that politicians can […] be allowed to talk like that”, suggesting an attitude of solidarity. 

The tendencies can be summarised in these points: 

 All of the participants recognized the speaker as being a person in power, and understood

most of the content.

 The Swedes tended to be better  at  recognizing  the origin of  the accent  than the NS of

English.

 The informants had some terminology to refer to the accent other than just “sounds”. 

 The informants found it difficult to specify what made up the accent, but were able to do so

to some degree when asked to. 

 The Swedes were more negative  in their  attitude  towards the accent  being spoken by a

person in power, when compared to the attitudes of the NS of English. 
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5. Discussion

5.1 Discussion of Results

A summary and discussion of the tendencies found in the comparisons of the interviews will follow.

All of the participants recognized the speaker as being a person in power, and understood most of

the content. The video clip was chosen partly based on these requirements, and it appears to have

been a suitable choice. It was important that lack of understanding would not be due to the speakers'

accent. 

     All of the informants were certain that the speaker was not a NS of English. However, the

Swedes tended to be better at recognizing the origin of the accent than the NS of English. This is

despite the fact that the NS of English were used to hearing Swedish more than the average NS of

English. The NS of English did have a tendency to make close estimations, but not with as great

certainty as the NS of Swedish. Also, two NS of English noted that the speaker had learned British

English. 

     The informants had some terminology to refer to the accent other than just “sounds”. The more

common  words  were  “accent”  and  “brytning”,  but  specific  remarks  were  also  made  about

“consonants”, “vowels” and “intonation”. This may suggest that they occasionally consider accents

and/or other speech patterns, but most likely not using advanced terminology. 

     The informants found it difficult to specify what made up the accent, but were able to do so to

some degree when asked to. There were some small differences between the two groups that may be

incidental, such as two NS of English noticing the use of /s/ when /z/ would have been correct,

while no NS of Swedish noticed this. Otherwise, both groups noted intonation and vowel placement

as indicators of her accent. This is, together with the previous point, another indication that the

informants are able to consider accents and/or other speech patterns, but without the specificity of
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advanced terminology. 

     The Swedes were notably more negative in their attitude towards the accent being spoken by a

person in power, when compared to the attitudes of the NS of English. The difference between the

groups' attitudes were quite clear. The NS of English were neutral to slightly positive, while the NS

of Swedish were slightly negative with one informant being slightly positive.   

     As the second research  question  was the main  goal  behind the study,  this  deserves some

additional  attention.  It  reads:  How do  the  two  groups  perceive  a  Swedish  politician  speaking

English  with  a  Swedish  accent?  As was  suspected,  while  not  strictly  hypothesised,  the  NS of

Swedish reacted more negatively to the accent than the NS of English did. Aside from the fact that

the amount  of data  is  too small  to make any assumptions  based on the study,  there is  another

important factor to consider. The age range of the Swedish participants was quite small, and it is

quite possible that any shared attitudes are related them having been exposed to, and having used,

English in similar ways, as compared to those both younger and older. Thus, age is an important

variable to consider if further studies on the subject are to be undertaken. The age range and age

dispersion of the participants of such a study would have to be larger, and the results of the study

would have to be analysed with this in consideration. For instance, it might be the case that the

negative attitudes are associated with a certain age group. Nevertheless, such a finding may still be

regarded as instructive.

5.2 Implications

If the study is representative of Swedes' attitudes toward English with a Swedish accent, this can be

understood as a reflection of the feeling of ownership. Crystal  writes about English as a global

language:

”If English is your mother tongue[...]you may feel pride, that your language is

the one which has been so successful; but your pride may be tinged with concern
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when  you  realize  that  people  in  other  countries  may  not  want  to  use  the

language in the same way that you do. Deeply held feelings of ownership begin

to be questioned[...]nobody owns [the English language] any more. Or rather,

everyone who has learned it now owns it[...]And if English is not your mother

tongue[...]You  may  be  strongly  motivated  to  learn  it[...]  feel  pride  in  your

achievement[...]if you live in a country where the survival of your own language

is  threatened  by  the  success  of  English,  you  may  feel  envious,  resentful  or

angry”

(Crystal, 2008, p. 694)

These are some possible, intuitive reactions to a new international lingua franca. The study reveals

other  reactions,  but  may  still  be  attributed  to  feelings  of  ownership.  For  one,  native  speakers

English may be becoming acclimated to hearing their  first language being spoken with foreign

accent, and concerns regarding other people using the language differently may be overestimated.

More relevant  to the study,  however,  is  the Swedes'  reactions;  the study indicates  a  feeling of

ownership. They express attitudes that suggest a high level of perceived (co-)ownership, and may

accord with Crystal's comment on how native speakers of English react with ”concern when you

realize that people […] may not want to use the language in the same way you do”(Crystal, 2008). 

     The study suggested that Swedes may distance themselves from their L1 accent, rather than

identify with it (cf. Dalton-Puffer, Kaltenboek and Smit 1997), or they may regard it with some

level of solidarity (Beinhoff, 2009, p. 25), (Hiraga,  2005, p. 289). In no case were status traits

perceived (Beinhoff, p. 25)(Hiraga, 2005, 289). This indicates that Swedes take no pride in their L1

accent. 

5.3 Discussion of Results and Method

On the whole, the method has proved to be quite successful, given the aim of the study. However, it

was not without issues. Firstly, as has been repeatedly discussed, the small amount of data given
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can only be used as a basis for further studies, rather than to draw any real conclusions. This is, of

course, not an unexpected result but was understood beforehand. It would have been possible to use

a larger sample group if the study had been quantitative as opposed to qualitative. In such a case,

informants could have answered a questionnaire after watching the video recording online. On the

other hand, the study for this essay has identified some of the difficulties and possibilities of making

a study on the topic, such as likely answers and helpful follow-up questions, which is useful in

conducting a quantitive study. 

     Regarding the interviews, there were a number of questions that might be considered to have

been leading. For instance, it was asked “what specific sounds...”, which might have caused the

informants to look for specific words of even letters/phonemes rather than think on more more

overarching  structures  such  as  intonation  over  the  course  of  a  sentence.  During  one  of  the

interviews, the clip could only be played once, and it might have been better if the informants were

to have had more time to listen through the entire clip several times to search for specific sounds

that  they  thought  gave  away  the  accent.  However,  while  that  may  have  been  insightful,  the

interviews would have taken so long that  the attitude  towards the speaker  might  have changed

slighty from overanalysing the recording. 

     Regarding the choice of informants, it can be said that a greater selection of different people of

different  language backgrounds would give more  representative  data.  This  is  perhaps  the most

important point for potential further studies but, to do this, a more effective means of conducting the

study would have to be devised. A questionnaire that could be answered online after watching a

recording online could make participation easier. This, however, returns us to the issue of leading

questions, as multiple choice questions are somewhat leading by their very nature. This means that

answers that cannot be predicted are left out of the possible replies. Even with the option of writing

“Other answer (write here):...” as one of the alternatives,  the other suggested replies makes the

participant  search  through  them  for  similar  replies  there  which  decreases  the  opportunity  for
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receiving  unexpected  and  interesting  answers.  Nevertheless,  an  appropriately  designed

questionnaire would likely be acceptable in terms of loss of new answers, as the data it would bring

would be more easily handled. 
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6. Conclusion

The study was borne from my intuitive reactions to pre-existing impressions of English spoken with

a Swedish accent. In an attempt to examine whether there was more to the perceptions than a single

person's attitudes, an interview-based study was designed and conducted. Four native speakers of

Swedish and four native speakers of English watched a video recording of Margot Wallström, a

politician, speaking English with a Swedish accent. The study, while small, mostly confirmed that

Swedes could harbour the same negatively-tinged emotional responses toward the accent. The non-

native speakers of English in the study showed a neutral to positive response, and the observations

made in the study could be used as a basis for further studies in the subject. Such a study might

further investigate and quantify the link between native language and perceptions of accents by

using a  quantititive  method,  such as a  questionnaire  with multiple  choice questions.  The study

described in the essay took a relatively short time to perform; however, the essay itself took longer

to write, during which time some new sources of information brought depth to the understanding of

the results. By working with the subject, my personal feelings toward foreign accents has moved

toward being more objective, and the subjective which remains is more positive. This has long been

a personal goal for me, and brings me further away from the cognitive dissonance described in the

introduction. 

     There were several findings that aligned with or confirmed parts of the theoretical background.

For one, the English curricula in Sweden advocates for a British accent when speaking English, and

an American informant, Jerry, noted that Wallström spoke with such an accent (Skolöverstyrelsen,

1962).  It  is,  however,  difficult  to  ascertain  how  much  the  curricula  has  affected  Wallström's

generation of Swedish learners of English. Recent results (Skolverket 2011 and 2012) show that

Swedes are highly competent at English, even though English is not an official language in Sweden.

It is reasonable to assume that such competence can come with a level of increased expectation in

other speakers' competence. The study suggests that this may be the case. 
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     There have been few studies made concerning the attitudes toward foreign accents in spoken

English  (Beinhof,  2013)  which  means  that  the  study,  however  small,  brings  important

understanding to a field of study lacking in content. As a study of any subject begins with a review

of what has already been written, this small study can perhaps help stimulate others if they choose a

similar topic. It is when several studies are compared that their scientific value increases. 

     Furthermore, the findings of the study, especially if they were to be strengthened by larger

studies, can be used to offer a more complete understanding of how English with a Swedish accent

is  perceived.  If  a  public  speech  is  negatively  received,  knowing  that  accent  may  be  partly

responsible for such reactions is bound to be of some interest. The study also reinforces my own

previously held beliefs that Swedes are often highly critical of their own English use, and that this is

related to an increased sense of co-ownership of the English language. 
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Appendix: Transcribed Interviews

U.S. American Male, Jerry
M Right. First inteview. Eh...Nationality?
I I come from the U.S. 
M [ri]ght...and now I'm going to show you a clip. You will listen, and you will answer a few
questions afterwards.

[Clip is shown]

I [O]kay. 
M Questions are as follows...Shortly describe what you think you just listened to.
I [I] listened to a, uh, world leader, of sort, talking about climate change and the responsibility
of  developed  nations  such  as  those  belonging  to  the  EU,  uh,  to  help  ensure  that  developing
countries,  um,  develop an,  a sustainable  manner  which does not  further  exacerbate  the climate
change problems caused, uh, already caused by developed countries. 
M What can you tell me about the speaker? 
I She was not a native speaker...of English. She was, um, I would not be able to place her
nationality if I just heard the voice, uh, given her last name, Wallstrom, I assume it is Scandinavian.
Of course, and the accent was just, sort of, ambiguous to me, actually. Um, she used, uh, English
perfectly, though. And, she used, uh, like she was aware of figures of speech, like ”digging a hole”.
She was aware that that didn't necessarily mean a good thing, and she made a joke about that. 
M What do you think the speaker works as? 
I I would [pause] um, just to take a random guess, I'd say some sort of minister on, uh, of a
department having to do, uh, directly with climate change. Either a foreign ministry or a, or a...
[pause]anything to do with the environment. 
M Yeah...
I Alternatively she could also be the head of a non-governmental organization.
M Um, what are the reasons that you think that the person in question is not a native speaker of
English? 
I Simply the accent. That's the only reason. Didn't, um [pause] yeah, there wasn't any other
clue that tipped me off. 
M What sounds, more specifically, do you think tells you this? 
I Um...let's see here...
M Would you like to listen to it again? 
I Yeah. 

[A few seconds of the clips is shown]

I Um...so,  when  she  pronounces  ”prize”,  she  doesn't  really  say  the  ”Z”  alot.  She  says
”price”...but she has has a little bit of a ”Z”, but it's not enough. Um, also, um...uh, it's...I'm not sure
what the right adjective to describe her voice is, but it's, um, let's see here... She seems to, ah, I
dunno, it's too precise, somehow. It's too, it's too, it's too...let's see here... 
M We can, we can listen again, and just pick a word that is especially
I Okay...

[A few seconds of the clip is shown]

I Um, so most of the words would fit perfectly well into a British English accent, and it's very
difficult to say why, I mean they still sound foreign, but, um...so it's difficult to say why, exactly,
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because, um, like the way she pronounces ”talk”, um... Obviously I pronouce it ”talk” [AmE] and
British people would say ”talk” [BrE], which is more similar to she says it, but... I can't just... ”tålk”
[mimics Margot]...
M But you think the word ”talk”, the way she pronounces it, is a ”tell”... 
I It's, uh, it's...yes. But, it sounds... It would... All it tells me is that the person in question
learned, uh, English as a second language, and that she learned British English. Not American or
Australian English, or any other, um... She used the word ”issues”, um, and she stressed the, um,
she pronounced the ”i” with a ”ee” sound. ”Issues” [mimics margot], which is, so far that's the
largest tell. The pronunciation of the ”i”. 

[A few seconds of the clip is shown]

I Okay, so in general the, um, her vowels sound, um, they sound too...stressed, i guess. For
example the word ”hole”, um, it sounds like she pronounced the ”o” like ”hoole” [mimics Margot],
like too far forward in the mouth, with too much lips in it, whereas it should be just ”o”, ”hole”,
”hole”, ”hole”, I guess most of my movement is in the back of my mouth...”hole”...and the lips are
sort of  ”***” [sound produced, lips slightly open but not shaped, tongue down and back, voiced,
vowel], flapping around, whereas it sounds like she's using her lips to round out the vowels a lot.
This is my rather impromptu scientific observation. [laughs]
M It's absolutely fine. Mmm...what do you think of the person's way of speaking and...job. 
I Like, how the two relate? 
M Yes. 
I Um...by way of speaking, do you mean, um, the style she uses?
M The sounds...we're speaking about the sounds. 
I [long pause] I think that it doesn't it has too much correlation, um, because, uh, the way she
speaks is, it's so precise and studied that it's obvious that she has studied English quite a bit, or
simply her speech alot. Uh...and it reflects that she probably comes from, or is currently in the upper
class of society, or fancies herself to be. And, generally, politicians are in the upper class, um, but
that doesn't, uh, I don't think that it's necessarily correlatory to her job, uh, beyond what I just said. 
M Uh, what is your opinion...if I put it this way...what is your opinion on the fact that a person
working with this, sounds like this? 
I [pause] Well, um...[pause] I don't really have an opinion, um, I think, I would never have, I
would never have thought that... Her accent does not have a factor into my, uh, interpretation of her
point or of her, of her cause. Um, I think it depends on the audience, though, like, a few...um...like a
few people may that she sounds like she's putting on airs, like, particularly Americans might say
”oh, she's obviously 'Euro' [snorts]” or they might say she's trying to sound too British, um, but it
doesn't really...I think most, the majority of people wouldn't have a, any sort of qualms with her
accent, um, with the way she sounds. 
M Is there anything else you want to add? 
I Um...[pause]no, I don't think so. 
M Okay, very good. Thank you. 
I Okay. 
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US American male, Jerry

M Right. Interview number...7, I think this is. And...nationality? 
I Philipino, Swedish, Norwegian... [M: Everything?] and, yeah, and French. 
M You were born in...?
I Um, San Francisco, California. 
M And age? 
I 26. 
M I am now going to show you a clip on YouTube, and afterwards I'm going to ask you a few
questions about the clip. You don't have to, like, remember everything. Just listen to it. 

[Shows the clip]

M So, that was the clip. And the first question is, basically: shortly describe, just a sentence or
two what you think you just listened to. 
I What  I  think...It  was talking  about  climate  change,  and um...what  the EU is  committed
to...to doing for climate change. 
M What can you tell me about the speaker, based on what you saw and heard? 
I Um, as far as...where she comes from? [M: Yeah...such as background...] Her background,
um...I find it a little hard to tell, but from her name, she has a Swedish name. I didn't hear that, but
from  seeing  the  line  on  the  clip,  and  um...I  couldn't...her  background,  she  must  have  some
background when it comes to environmental, environmental awareness, or some sort of degree or
knowledge about the environment, and, uh...she must...have a, it sounds like she has a position in
the EU. And she's presenting to...I saw a camera there, so maybe they're presenting it to the public.
It sounded like that, rather than speaking to, maybe some of her colleagues. Uh, so...and, yeah. I...
what else about her...She had a very interesting accent. [M: Okay?] But I was trying to figure out
where she's from, but I couldn't quite tell. 
M But there was an accent? 
I There was an accent, yeah. 
M So you think she's...could you, could you make a guess where she's from and where she's not
from? 
I Uh...I'm guessing she's from Europe, um, but I couldn't tell... It sounded like she had studied
British English and in some ways I heard maybe some German or Swedish accent in her voice. [M:
Okay...] Yeah. 
M Um, so...I'm going to ask you if you can mention specific sounds that you think gives her
away as something other than a native speaker of English? And, if you want, I can play the clip for
you again. 
I Yeah, that's a great idea. 
M It's usually helpful. Just try to pick words that you think are somewhat different.

[Plays part of the clip again] [M: Just press “stop” whenever you want]

I “Also” and “about”. “Also” is one word, “about”, “environmental” and “issues”. She says
“Issues” [/iʃuz/, (potentially /iʃus/) almost cardinal /i/, instead of /ɪʃuz/]  [M: Okay...] So, then those
like the, maybe the vowels, E, A, I, O, U... I think I can tell, like, she has a different pronunciation.
It's  not  quite  British,  but  it's  like  British  with  some  sort  of,  like,  accent.  [M:  There's  a  slight
difference?] Yeah, exactly, yeah. 
M But you think she's trying to mimic British? 
I I think that's her background, yeah. I think she has, um, British English studies. 
M I'm gonna just fast forward a little bit...
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I I can't....it could be Dutch, too. I have, it's kind of tricky. 
M Yeah

[Plays part of the clip]

M Anything else? 
I “World” was a little bit different. 
M Do you know what was...just something about the word? 
I Yeah, like the “r”. Her pronunciation of “o” and “r”. 
M Let's play it again...

[Plays more of the clip] 

M Mm...so you find a number of different sounds [I: Yeah] that are not native. Tries to mimic
[I: Yeah, I mean...] British, that could be of some European origin? 
I Yeah, I wanna say it's a hint of German or Austrian, that she has, and... And of course I
can...I would be able to...You can tell that it's European, I mean. And also if it's...there's also a
variety of origins when it comes to English, native English speakers, of course, like British English.
And you have east coast dialect, and west coast and north and south coast dialect, but...you get a
feeling that she has a very general British...[unintelligible] yeah, with this German thing...yeah. 
M So, eh, you have a general idea of, eh, what this person works as. [I: Yeah...] I mean, a
rough idea. And, eh, you have an opinion of her way of speaking... [I: Uh-huh] What do you think
of the fact that a person in this position sounds like this, speaks like this? 
I What do I think of her, or my opinion of her...? 
M No, just the fact that a person in that position speaks like that? Sounds like that? 
I Yeah, I think, uh...I think it's, I have no, uh...I have nothing against it, or no opinion against
it, but I think it's, uh...I mean for me, I understand what she's saying and she's getting her point
across. And now that I think back a little bit it was...a little bit harder to focus on the whole thing,
because  maybe,  actually,  when  I  think  of  the  way  her,  her  flow  of  her  speaking,  it's  not
distinctly...Like when I'm used to, growing up with, there was a longer flow to her sentences, if you
know what I mean, like...when you hear a speech from Barack Obama, like somebody I consider in
kind of, her position, like a leader, and representing uh, like the EU, for example. You...the way in
which he speaks is very much different than the way she spoke, like, not in dialect, but like in how
you...overall phrasing of her...her sentences. If that makes any sense...[M: Yeah] So, but I don't
think any less of her or anything, but I think it's, uh, you concentrate a little bit more if you're an
English speaker, if you understand, if you can't...You hear the dialect...I thought it was a foreign
language at the very first be, the very first words I heard...like there were two words I hear that were
like “Wait. Is this English?” [M: [laughs]] And then, of course, then I understood, when you get
into it, so...but you can understand, yeah. 
M Okay, very good. That was the last question. 
I Okay, great. 
M Thank you. 
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Canadian male, Frank

M Right. Interview two [chronologically, for the interviewer]. Nationality? 
I I am Canadian. 
M I am going to show you a clip, a recording, and afterwards I will ask you a few questions. 
I All right. 

[The clip is shown]

M Right. And the first question is as follows. Shortly describe what you think you just listened
to. 
I Well, it's, eh, somebody, Margot, trying to explain that we have to do some concrete, some
concrete decisions, action-based decisions when it comes to the problems of climate. And I guess
look at it from a global point of view, where the smaller countries that need that... We can talk
about ways to fix it, but there are areas of the world that wont be able to it on their own, so they
need to be... We talk about fixing the planet, fixing the environmental problems, it has to start, it has
to be where we are, but also in areas who can't do it on their own. So we have to be able to help
them out, get started on it, which is, makes total sense. 
M Right... What can you tell me about the speaker based on what you just listened to. 
I Well, she's...well educated, driven, obviously politically active. Um, it seems like she's tried
a lot of things. Eh, I guess what she's done is talked about it a lot, eh, tried to have a lot of, eh,
reforms in, on paper, and has realized that there's more practical...steps have to be taken. She had a
conversation with Nobel prize winner, so I'm sure she's a pretty smart lady. 
M Where do you think the speaker is from? 
I Where she's from? I was thinking that she was from Sweden, but I was, I was... I think that's
what I thought. 
M Okay. Why do you think...
I Just her ”brytning”, her accent. Her way... her dialect. So, I should better at identifying the
Swedish accent, I guess [laughs] but that's what I thought. Yeah...but I wasn't a hundred percent, so
if she was from Denmark or...I'm not sure. 
M What do you think the speaker works as? Roughly...
I She was..ah...what would you say?  What would you call  it? In politi...in  administration,
policy  making,  um...  politics,  in  a  way,  but  it  sounds  like  she's  more  like,  yeah  in,  in  the
government. She's a representative on the board on environment, I'm thinking. 
M Okay. You think that she was from Sweden? 
I Sweden or Denmark. 
M ...or Denmark, alright. Eh...why do you think so? 
I Why do I think she was from...from what she said or from what I saw? 
M From what you heard. Based on the sounds. 
I ...not the visuals in the movie. 
M No.
I Eh, some...a lot of the times the way Swedish people say S's, they have a...alot of their
”S”:es, where an English speaking person would say a ”z”-sound, it's really pronounced ”s”... ”is”
[/ɪs/] instead of ”is” [/ɪz/]. Um...I'm not even a hundred percent sure that she is Swedish, but I'll say
it anyway. Or Scandinavian. Just the...yeah. Just the rhythm, or the way, like, melody of her voice
too. 
M The melody of her voice? Can you describe that? 
I Well, it's... An English sp...Native English speaking people, or English speakers tend to be a
lot more monotone, doesn't go up and down. The, like, range is a lot more limited than somebody
who's non-English speaking,  they tend to go up and down [pitches voice down, then up] when they
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speak  a  little,  and  sometimes  it's...yeah,  it's  not  always...yeah,  it's  just  noticeable.  It's  like
they...French people do that too, but you sing a little, they sing a little more, so...
M I'm going to play the beginning again. Just a part of it. And just pay attention to sounds that
you think are a ”tell”. 
I A give-away. 

[Part of the clip is shown] 
[M You can press ”stop” if you notice something]

I See with the S's? ”Those countries least responsible”. I have a hard time...I have a hard time,
a lot of Swedish people, or, non-English speaking people learn English in an environment that has
an accent with it, so they bring their, their...the environment where they learn English, that's where
they bring it with them, to their accent, so... 
M Explain. 
I Well,  if you meet a Swedish person who has spent a lot of time in Australia,  they have
a...they don't have an Australian accent, but you can tell where they've learnt... Well, I guess they
have an Australian accent when they speak English, and so...I've met Swedes from...who've spent a
lot of time in South Africa, they come back speaking with this South African ”brytning”, so...But I
don't...Somebody  who  learns  to  speak  English  as  a  second  language  in,  without,  like  a,  non-
environmental, then it's a lot harder to say where they've...they don't usually pick up the accent if
they learned it at school, or they learned it speaking to other people, as a second language. So, I'm
sure she speaks to a lot of people if she's, well,  European Union, or politician, obviously like a
global traveler, she learns, she picks up English all over the place, so... And she could've studied ...
[inaudible]
M But there's no particular English variety that you think she's...
I I don't hear it. I don't hear if she has an accent from...if she's got a British accent, um... If
she's like a Swedish person with a British accent, sometimes it's easy to tell, but it's hard for me to
place  it.  ”Hole”,  ”hole”  [/hol/  or  /hul/].  It  was  just  the  way  she  said  ”hole”.  It  was  really
pronounced,  but  I  was  trying  this  thing,  if  it  sounds  familiar,  but  it  doesn't...  I  can't  place  it
anywhere. 
M You think it was something special about the sound? 
I Yeah, it was the way that she...just certain words, yeah. But it,  like I couldn't like place
exactly where she was from. 
M What do you think of the, say, the relationship between person's way of speaking and the
job. Like, what is your opinion on a person with that position, whatever that position is, and the way
of speaking. 
I I think it's, I kind of like it. It seems, um, it seems, I guess, ”global”. If you have somebody
who's... I don't know, it seems like if somebody has an accent, like a non-English speaking accent,
and they're speaking English, it brings something to the table. They're like, um, they have a more
varied background and they're... It just seems...for some reason they seem more educated. I don't
know, it's silly, cause somebody, like an American who speaks English, it doesn't... Or a British
person speaking English, you know, it's... Doesn't sound special, but someone who's speaking an
extra language, and she spoke it really well. She's, her...the way that she...her ”dialekt”, her accent
wasn't the greatest, but her use of language or vocabulary was good, so she's obviously well versed
in a secondary language,  so you get ”points” for that.  She was pretty well-spoken. It  was, you
know...I could say not the best,  like,  ”uttal”,  pronunciation and everything, but she had a good
vocabulary, but you get kind of, like, ”oh, she's got a second language who she's proficient at”, so...
M Is there anything else you want to add? 
I I don't think so. I'm curious as to where she's from, now. I could just google her....
M Okay...that was the last question. Thank you. 
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Canadian male, Chris

M Right. The eight and final interview. So now, you have already watched the clip [I: Yeah...]
Eh, just shortly describe what you think you just listened to, and watched. 
I It seems, I think the person speaking was from Sweden. Um, they were talking about climate
change. Uh, it was, seemed like it was some official presentation in front of, probably members of
the media, probably colleagues of that person, people in the same organizations, I'm not sure which
organizations those would be. Perhaps environmental groups, I really don't know. Um, yeah and
they were just talking about the fact that they should just stop talking about climate change and
actually do something about it. And I don't know who she was, but...yeah. 
M Um, what can you tell me about the speaker, based on what you saw and what you heard? 
I Yeah, I thought her accent Swedish, though I could be wrong. Maybe she was Danish. Um,
she spoke very good English.  She was reading, which helped,  because you can write excellent
English and just...reiterate it, if that's the word...But yeah, whoever wrote the speech, whether it was
her or somebody else, they did...they used, you know, it was very well written, um...and they used,
um, some sort of, like...I don't know if you say “idioms”, but, some classic English ways to describe
things and, you know, sometimes people trying to learn English, it's hard for them to understand
expressions  and the  person,  the  speaker  used  some  of  those.  I  think  she...“digging  a  hole”  or
something,  it  was  one of  them...which,  yeah....so  it's  easier  for  a  native  speaker  to  understand
exactly what she was talking about. Um, perhaps the speech was designed for that person, maybe
she  was  addressing  an  English  crowd,  I  don't  know.  Um,  yeah,  her  accent,  sometimes  there
were...her pronunciation was good, but you could tell, uh, sometimes the accent would get in the
way, but I'm being very critical. Overall, she was excellent. 
M Just roughly, what do you think the person, speaker works as?
I What does she do? Uh...
M What line of work...
I I...I don't know, like I said before, maybe in an environmental organization.  That would
seem the obvious, for me. Like, the obvious choice. That's what I would probably go with. Um, it's
not a lot of corporations talking about climate change until they have to. So yeah, it would be as,
something like an NGO, something like that...[M: Yeah, okay...] Or, sorry, perhaps a government
official, because they have to consider those problems as well. So, yeah, one of those two. 
M So, you say that you think the speaker is possibly from Sweden or perhaps Denmark...
I Yeah, my guess would be Sweden, because, you know, I've been here in Sweden for almost
four months. You know, sort of gotten, gotten used to hearing Swedish accent [M: Yeah...] I think
so, but, yeah, like I said, maybe Danish...At times, though, she sounded Dutch, and so...There you
go. Just tells you I really don't know what I'm talking about. [M Laughs] At first I thought Dutch,
then I thought “Um, maybe Swedish”. [M: unintelligible comment, laughs]
M But how come you think so? 
I Um, from experience of speaking with people from, you know, like I said before, living in
Sweden here, and the accent...I know, sometimes...I haven't met many Danes, um...so I don't know,
cause I don't think the Finnish accent is similar, I don't think so, and I don't think the Norwegian
ones is similar, and I certainly met a few people, for sure, several people from the Netherlands, and
there are times that it sounded, like they could have been Dutch, but... That's why, just based on
interactions with people from those countries who have those accents, it's usually what you do when
you meet somebody, like “Oh, are you from this country or that country? Oh, okay, that's what I
thought.”
M Let's put it  this  way:  What sounds, like,  specifically,  if you ignore what you said about
idioms and...[I: Expressions...], what tells you that she's from one of those countries? 
I The accent, and, meaning the way she pronounces certain words. Uh, her enunciation, when
you, kind of...you know what I mean, right? [M: Mm...] Um, yeah, I noticed often, sort of, like, I
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don't know if it's “enunciates”, like when they finish a sentence. “From Sweden” [down-up]. It's
almost like every word, they will  kind of...doesn't matter the word, usually,  it  seems, from my
experience. It's like, whatever the last word is in a sentence, though, kind of...a little “kick” to it.
Australians,  actually,  I  find do that  as  well.  The  last  word  will  kind  of...you  know “I'm from
Sweden” [up at the end], or...I don't know. It's hard to explain, [M: Yeah, but...] but you get what
I'm saying, right? 
M Can you mention some of the,  remember any of the words, were specific,  like...specific
sounds...?
I Sounds, ugh...It's hard to remember after such a short clip, and only hearing it once...but I
guess that's the purpose, right? Um...do I remember any of the specific words? I remember when
she said “ambiguous”, which I, you know, I thought “Ah, that's a good choice of word, for, you
know,  for  a  nonnative  speaker”.  Um,  and then  the  way that  it  was  pronounced,  you  know,  it
was...Of course, it was not perfect, cause she's not a native speaker, right? Um...any sounds, you're
saying? 
M Yeah, like sounds...if there were any vowels or consonants that you specifically thought...I
mean, this is afterwards, and you, I can't play the clip again. [I: Yeah...] Anyhow, I mean it's good
answers, anyway, so it's very useful...Erhm...what do you think, now that you, you have a pretty
good idea of what she works as, I mean roughly, in what line of work...And you have an opinion on
how she speaks, she sounds. What do you think of the fact that a person in this position, whatever
that is, sounds like this, speaks like this? 
I I think it's fine. I mean, it's very easy for me to understand, and like it or not, English is the
global language of communication in the world. You know, mainly due to financial and business
reasons, so that's the language, you know, you usually use... I think it's fine, um...I didn't really
struggle to understand her, so...that's the most  important  thing,  it's  understanding. Yeah, I don't
think it was a problem, but if her English was very poor, then it would be a very big problem.  
M Okay, good. That was the final question [I: Okay], so thank you. 
I You're welcome. 
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Swedish male, Erik

M Ja...intervju nummer 6, tror jag att det är. Eh...nationalitet? 
I Svensk.
M Ålder?
I 18.
M Då ska jag visa upp ett litet klipp, och efter det klippet så kommer jag ställa lite frågor om
det. 

[Visar klippet]

M Ja...den första frågan lyder: Beskriv kortfattat, bara en mening eller två, vad du tror du just
har lyssnat på. 
I Margot Wallström som, som, som talar inför nån typ av EU-möte, EU-toppmöte. Eh, och
angående klimatförändringar, i Köpenhamn. 
M Vad kan du säga mig om talaren, baserat på vad du hör, och inte vad du vet? T ex om vilken
bakgrund du tror att hon har. 
I Ja...svensk är hon ju, och man kan väl tänka sig att  hon, eh...inte  har så, eh...så väldigt
mycket undervisning i engelska i bagaget. Eh, ja. 
M  Du tror att talaren är från Sverige? 
I Ja. 
M Tror du att du skulle kunna...känna till det även om du inte visste, om du inte såg namnet t
ex, eller visste vem Margot Wallström var? 
I Att hon var från Norden skulle jag nog kunna höra, tror jag. 
M Du tror att du skulle kunna listat ut det, helt enkelt [I: Mm...] Eh...hur kommer det sig att du
tror att du skulle kunna ha listat ut det? 
I För att, ja, man brukar kunna höra hur just svenskar som talar engelska bryter på svenska,
om de nu gör det. 
M Så att man ”bryter” på svenska? Det innebär alltså att man hör det på ljudet på nåt sätt? [I:
Mm...] Vilka ljud, mer specifik tycker du är mest talande, i sammanhanget? [I: Hm...] Om du vill
skulle jag kunna spela klippet en gång till,  så kan du försöka...  [I: Eh...visst!] Så kan du pausa
klippet när du tycker att ”här är det något relevant”. 

[Spelar början av klippet igen] 

I Eh...överhuvudtaget så är det nog, eh, tydliga vokaler, som låter väldigt svenska. ”Thing”[/ɪ/
is close and front] och ”the” [/ðe/ rather than the unstressed /ðə/] och ”working” [/wørkɪŋ/ rather
than /wɜrkɪŋ/ (Rönnerdal and Johansson, 35), and Eriks imitation also contains an almost uvular /r/],
som borde, hos en engelsman, flyta ihop mer i...än...[M: De vokalerna du påpekade, de skulle låta
annorlunda?] ”Thing”, ja. Och även en del hårda konsonanter, som hårda ”k”-ljud och hårda...

[spelar mer av klippet] [I: ”Can't”]

M ”Can't” tyckte du lät svenskt? 
I Ja, och sen är det väldigt många...”decades” [härmar Margot], var det. 

[spelar mer av klippet]

I ”Responsible” [härmar Margot]var ju också väldigt...
M Så det är en hel del ljud. Du säger att det är både vokaler och konsonanter, du gav några
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exempel där, på vokalljud som du tyckte var...specifika...Du vet ungefär vad personen jobbar som?
Du sa att hon pratade inför ett EU-möte.  Vad tycker du om det faktum att en person i den här
positionen, låter på det där sättet? Pratar på det där sättet? Med den här...du kallar det ”brytningen”. 
I Ja...eftersom hon ändå verkar behärska språket, förutom att man, man kan höra att hon har
en annan härkomst, så tycker jag inte att det är några större problem...men jag vet inte om de andra,
utanför Sverige reagerar på det på samma sätt, ehrm...vad jag vet. 
M Så du tycker inte att det är...du tycker helt enkelt att det stör inte. Det är inte jobbigt eller...
I Nej, verkligen inte. Nånting känns, också, för mig att det är lite, lite fint att en politiker kan
få...kan få prata på det här sättet. Det känns som det är lite mer, erhm, lite mer...ja att det inte blir
sån professionalism vad gäller att vara politiker. För det är ju inte det som bör vara det viktigaste,
hur väl man behärskar medierna, eller...teknikerna med att vara en politiker. 
M Var det något mer du ville tillägga? Angående det här vi har pratat om?
I Nej, det vet jag inte...
M Bra...det var den sista frågan. Tack ska du ha.
I Tack tack. 
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Swedish female, Lisa

”Lisa”

M Ja, då ska jag först fråga, eh, nationalitet? 
I Sverige
M Mm...Och du har svenska som modersmål? 
I Ja
M Och du är hur gammal? 
I 19 år. 
M Mm, bra. Nu ska du få lyssna på ett litet klipp här, och efteråt ska jag ställa några frågor. 

[Spelar upp klippet] 

M Sådär. Beskriv kortfattat, bara en mening eller två, sådär, vad du tror att du just har lyssnat
på. 
I Jag tror att det handlade om, eh, ja, klimatförändringar. Att Margot Wallström pratade om
att  vi  måste agera,  dom...Hon säger också att  dom fattigaste och mest utsatta länderna kommer
väldigt utsatta för det här, också dom som inte har något ansvar för det, och att vi måste agera. 
M Mm...bra. Vad kan du säga mig om talaren, baserat på vad du just sett och hört? 
I Bara baserat på vad jag har sett och hört? Hur är det, vad...hur är det du menar? [skrattar] 
M Mm...nej, men till  exempel, vilken bakgrund tror du att talaren har? Vad tror du att hon
jobbar med och, liksom...Om du, baserat på vad du just har sett. 
I Inte baserat på det jag vet från tidigare. 
M Nej, precis. 
I Jag tror att hon jobbar med i EU, med såna här frågor, att hon...jag vet inte riktigt vad jag
ska [skrattar]. 
M Nej, men jag kan ställa lite mer specifika frågor... 
I Ja, tack 
M Vad tror du att talaren är från?
I Sverige
M Ja...om jag säger så här: Om du inte visste vem som Margot Wallström var, skulle du kunnat
lista ut att hon var från Sverige? 
I Om jag  skulle  ha  hört  det  i  hennes...ja,  med  hennes  brytning.  Vad  skulle  man  kunna
säga...Ja, det skulle jag kunna ha gjort, tror jag. Ja. 
M Hur kommer det sig att du tror att du skulle kunna ha listat ut det? Är det något speciellt som
du hörde? Du säger ”brytning”...
I Ja, men det är väl en slags brytning? Det är väl så dom hade sett det om dom hade kom...det
är väl så dom säger i engelsktalande länder... Eh...det är svårt att säga exakt, eftersom jag har växt
upp med att höra svensk, svengelska och...men det är ju...klassiska...
M Jag skulle kunna sätta på klippet så skulle du kunna få lyssna och så kan du bara tänka efter
om det är något speciellt som du tycker låter extra...

[Spelar några sekunder av klippet]

I Men, det är ju hela tiden, hur hon uttalar, och alltså, vilka...hur hon betonar, hur hon uttalar,
och, alltså...Gud vad sv...vad dum jag känner mig...vad svårt det är att sätta...sätta ord på det här.
M Nej, men det att,  det här är jättesvårt.  Det är svårt för mig o...och jag läser engelska D,
liksom...
I Man vet ju allting, eller, man hör ju det, men man vet inte hur man ska. 
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M Men, välj ett ord, om du bara lyssnar... 

[Spelar några sekunder av klippet]

I ”Plant a tree”...
M Det är nånting där? 
I Ja, med det är alla ord.
M Alla ord? 
I ”Dig” [/dɪg/, where /d/ has a slightly ”thinner” quality, /ɪ/ is slightly close and front and /g/ is
slightly  fronted]  och  ”Hole”  [/hol/  or  /hul/,  rather  than  /hoʊl/  or  /həʊl/]  eller  hur  hon  säger
det...Gud, vad dum jag känner mig...
M Nej, som sagt, det är jättesvårt. Tänker man inte på det här, då gör man inte det, och dom
flesta gör inte det. Man känner instinktivt, på nåt sätt, att nånting är annorlunda...
I Mm...
M Men inte förrän man får frågan specifikt börjar man fundera på det. 

[Spelar upp några sekunder]

I ”Talking”. [closer to /to:k/, with the /k/ having the tongue slightly fronted] Det är ju också
ett klassiskt, eh, brittiskt, svenskt. 
M Du tycker att det låter svenskt? 
I Ja. Ja, det gör jag. 
M Är det...vilket av ljuden? Är det någon av konsonanterna eller vokalerna? 
I Eh, det är båda två. Det är både konsonant och vokaler. Det är helt enkelt att hon inte har
Engelska som modersmål, utan att hon har...
M [Mumlar] Jag kan ta lite senare...

[Spelar upp några sekunder. Informanten mumlar lite samtidigt] 

M Mm...men du tycker helt enkelt att, du är inte riktigt säker på vilka specifika ljud det är, du
gav exempel nu...Men du känner generellt att det är ganska så lätt att höra, egentligen. 
I Mmm...
M Och du skulle...
I Men det är både på konsonanter och vokaler, men det är ju svårt att säga vad det är som...ja. 
M Men du vet ungefär vad hon jobbar som, du sa att hon jobbar inom EU, och så pratar hon på
det här sättet. Vad tycker du om, liksom, det faktum att hon pratar på det här sättet, att det låter så
här, och att hon jobbar...'
I ...och att hon jobbar internationellt. Ja...det är ju...det är ju en störande, eller jag kan tänka
mig att det är det, eller.... Men, det kanske inte alls är det...det är lite, störningsmoment. Det tar ju
ändå...man uppmärksammar det ju. Man tänker på det, och man glömmer ibland bort att tänka på
vad hon egentligen säger, även om man inte...alltså...jag tror det är lite omedvetet att man verkligen,
att det blir så, naturligt. Mm, ja, det betyder inte att hon är dålig på engelska bara för att hon har en
accent,  bara  för  att  hon  inte  har  det  som modersmål.  Hon är  ju  väldigt  bra  på  engelska,  och
ordkunskap och allt sådär...eh, så det gäller bara att tänka på det. 
M Mm...men  du  använder  ordet  ”störande”  för  att  beskriva,  det  är  någon  slags
störningsmoment. 
I Störningsmom...ja,  lite.  Den  är  ju  inte  stor,  det  är  ju  inte  stort...uppmärksamhet,
uppmärksamhetskrävande, men jag tror att det är lite stör...tror jag...
M Mm...Det var den sista frågan, tack ska du ha. 
I Var det det? Ja...
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Swedish female, Maria

M Då ska jag först fråga om nationalitet. 
I Jag är svensk. 
M Eh, du är hur gammal? 
I 18. 
M Bra. Då ska jag sätta igång ett litet klipp här, så ska du få lyssna på det, och efteråt så ska jag
ställa några frågor. 

[Spelar upp klippet]

M Så...då kommer fråga nummer 1. Beskriv kortfattat, en mening eller två, ungefär vad du tror
att du just har lyssnat på. 
I Mm...[paus]ska vi se... Jag är dålig på att sammanfatta grejer. 
M Ja, det behöver inte vara jättekortfattat...Men, liksom, bara ungefär vad det är för någon
slags klipp...
I Ja, jag har ju lyssnat på Margot Wallström som snackar om klimatförändringar, och att EU
är beredda att göra sin del för att hjälpa världen, och att de fattigaste länderna som har bidragit mist
till  att sätta igång klimatförändringarna, är dom som kommer bli dom hårdast drabbade. Och att
man inte bara ska snacka, utan att man ska göra någonting också, vilket är lite kul i och med att hon
själv står och snackar om att planera saker. [Skrattar]
M Vad kan du säga mig om talaren i fråga? Och då, inte baserat på vad du vet, utan baserat på
vad du just har sett och hört. 
I Ja, hon kommer ju ifrån Sverige, det är ju väldigt uppenbart. Det är väldigt tydlig brytning,
och jag kan inte riktigt komma underfund med om jag tycker att jag får förtroende för henne eller
inte. Det...kan ärligt talat bero lite på den starka brytningen, och lite språkfel. Men, samtidigt så, har
man ju numera...har jag en rätt bra förståelse för att ”ja, men alla snackar inte flytande engelska”,
och det är liksom inget som ska tas med i beräkningen när man lyssnar på vad hon faktiskt säger. 
M Ja...baserat på vad du just har sett så tror du talaren jobbar med, ungefär...?
I Alltså...hon jobbar med klimatfrågor på en väldigt politisk nivå. Hon är inte ute och geggar i
kärr i höga stövlar, direkt [skrattar]. 
M Eh...hur kommer det sig att du tror att hon är från Sverige? 
I Ja, alltså, man hör ju brytningen väldigt tydligt, och man har att ord som finns på svenska,
typ ”will”, som har en annan betydelse på engelska, uttalar hon på svenska för att det finns ett
likadant  ord  på  svenska,  som i  och  för  sig  betyder  något  helt  annat.  Men,  det...och  så  vissa
dialektala grejer...alltså jag är lite handi...i och med...jag är själv från Sverige, så jag kan känna igen
det väldigt bra. Hade det varit en, så här, nicaraguansk talare hade jag nog inte känt...känt igen
nationalitet lika bra. Fast i och med att jag har en relation till svenska, så...
M Om jag sätter igång klippet, om du bara försöker lyssna efter specifika ljud som du tycker
är... speciella ord, eller speciella ljud som du tycker är extra talande...
I Mmm...

[spelar en del av klippet]

I Alltså, det var ju dom här ”th”-ljuden [/θ/] som hon inte riktigt får till. 
M Som till exempel...
I Mm...vad var det hon sa...i alla såna här, typ, ”the”, där blev det mer ”d”-ljud [/d/ med en
”tunn”, svensk kvalitet]. Där var det väldigt tydligt att det...Och sen är det lite mycket, det lutar åt
”å”[/o:/] när det borde vara mer åt ”o” [/u:/]. 
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[spelar en del av klippet] 

I ”Jast” [/ʤast/]  istället för ”just” [/ʤʌst/]...
M Så det är helt enkelt, det är vissa, sådär...vissa ljud, är helt enkelt...talande. 
I Ja...Det  är  så  jag  tror  att  det  kan  vara  i  alla  fall.  Sen är  det,  liksom...det  är  lite  annan
språkmelodi i svenskan än vad det är i engelskan också, på något vis...
M Så du tror att du skulle kunnat ha listat ut det baserat på det också, eventuellt, eller?
I Jag tror det. 
M Eftersom du vet ungefär vad hon jobbar som, talaren,  och du säger att  hon pratar på ett
speciellt sätt...Vad tycker du om det faktum att, att...ja, relationen mellan vad hon jobbar med och,
ja, hur hon pratar?
I Alltså, det faktum att hon är en politiker? 
M Ja, till exempel. 
I Hmm...alltså  jag tror inte att  hon har skrivit  det här själv...för hennes starka sida är väl
inte...är väl inte att författa tal, utan det är ju att ha åsikter som en talskrivare präntar ner på ett lite
snyggare sätt. Så, det är ju inte hennes naturliga sätt att prata. Och relationen mellan...hennes yrke
och sättet hon pratar...alltså, det...på ord hon säger eller på det, liksom...?
M Ja...men jag menar, hon pratar på ett speciellt sätt. Du har sagt några saker, du har pratat om
det här med...ja, att man hör att hon kommer från Sverige, att hon jobbar inom politiken, du säger
”hon är inte ute på fältet, utan hon är en sån här som pratar på nån slags annan nivå”. Det faktum att
hon är det, och att hon har den här brytningen, är det någonting som du tänker på? 
I Alltså, jag tänker på det rätt tydligt, i och med att svenskar påstår sig vara så fruktansvärt bra
på att prata engelska, och det är hon kanske inte riktigt...Men det är en generationsfråga också, lite
grann. Hon är ju generationen som inte hade så jättemycket engelska-undervisning...
M Vad bra. Det var den sista frågan. Tack ska du ha. 
I Okej...
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Swedish female, Jenny

M Eh...nationalitet först. Vilken är din nationalitet? 
I Sverige är min nationalitet. Svenska. 
M Och du är hur gammal? 
I Jag är 22. 
M Bra...måste tänka efter där? 
I [skrattar]
M ...så visar jag klippet, då, och så blir det frågor sen. 

[börjar visa klippet, men pausar]

M Kan förresten säga det att du behöver inte försöka memorisera [anglicism för ”memorera”],
eller ”super-analysera”, utan liksom bara kolla...

[fortsätter visa klippet]

M Det var helt enkelt klippet, och nu kommer några frågor. Beskriv kortfattat, bara en mening
eller två, ungefär vad du tror du just har sett på. 
I Eh...Margot Wallströms, eh, förslag på, eh, klimatförbättringar under Köpenhamn-mötet. 
M Vad...Vad kan du säga mig om talaren, fast, baserat på inte vad du vet om henne sen innan,
utan vad du har sett. 
I Vad jag tycker om hennes...?
M Vad kan du säga mig om...
I Ja, eh...jag tyckte det var svårt att ta till mig vad hon sa, för jag störde mig så på hennes
engelska. Pratade väldigt dålig engelska, dålig artikulation och...diktion, heter det väl? 
M Så, var tror du att talaren är ifrån, baserat på vad du har hört? 
I Ja, ett nordiskt land, skulle jag säga om jag inte visste vem Margot Wallström var. Men, nu
säger jag ju Sverige, eftersom jag vet det. 
M Precis. Men du tror att du skulle kunna åtminstone säga någon av de nordiska länderna? 
I Mm...
M Och, baserat på vad du har hört henne prata om här, vad tror du att hon jobbar som, ungefär?
I Ja, hon jobbar ju inom politiken.  Klimatpolitik. 
M Ja...Du säger att hon pratar, eh...sa du att hon pratade dålig engelska? 
I Ja, alltså, oartikulerat. Det är inte, kanske så mycket, brytningen som jag stör mig på, utan
mer att...Hade hon pratat svenska med den dålig artikulationen, så hade jag förstått henne. Men när
hon  pratar  sitt  andraspråk  och  tar  bort  så  mycket...alltså  det  är  jättemycket  konsonanter  som
försvinner.  Det kanske är lite ”musik-nörderi”, men det stör mig jättemycket,  att  jag inte kan...
Alltså jag hör inte orden, särskilt eftersom engelska också är mitt andraspråk så behöver jag nån
som pratar tydligt för att jag ska förstå. 
M Eh...om man tänker så här: baserat på olika,  mer specifika ljud skulle du kunna placerat
henne som, eh... att hon kommer från någon av de nordiska länderna? 
I Det är  nog mer melodin,  språkmelodin,  som jag skulle...alltså  det är  det  som jag tycker
identifierar, eh, ett språk eller en nationalitet. Det är melodin, mer...Det är därför man hör att det är
en italienare, fast han pratar engelska, och att en fransman är fransman fast han pratar engelska. 
M Så du tror att, till exempel, om man skulle, om hon skulle ha pratat perfekt engelska bortsett
från språkmelodin, tror du att du skulle kunna ha placerat henne...[I: Ja.]...ganska bra. Eh, om man
tänker så här: Du vet ungefär vad hon jobbar som, du vet, du har liksom hört henne prata. Eh, vad
tycker du om det faktum att en person som jobbar med det här pratar på det här sättet? Låter så här? 
I Eh...Jag tycker att...en del i att va politiker är ju att kunna nå ut till stora mängder, och att då
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inte kunna göra sig på ett sånt globalt språk som engelska är ju ganska dåligt. [skrattar] Att inte ens
jag som är svenska kan förstå en svensk politiker,  och jag anser mig själv ändå förstå engelska
ganska bra. 
M ...men vad bra. Det var den sista frågan. 
I Det var sista frågan?
M Ja, tack ska du ha! 
I Ja, varsågod. 
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Appendix: Transcription of Margot Wallström's Speech

“Until you dig a hole, plant a tree, water it and make it survive, you haven't done a thing. You're
just talking. And those are the words of the peace prize, Nobel peace prize winner laureate Wangari
Maathai. And after working with environmental issues for maybe more than two decades now, I
know that this applies to climate change. We can't just talk about it.  We also need to plan the
necessary actions and policies to tackle it. And we need to start digging that hole, which can be a bit
ambiguous, in a way. The poorest countries, those least responsible, will be the most vulnerable and
exposed  to  climate  change.  The  first  victims,  hardest  hit.  And  this  is  our  moral  obligation:
Copenhagen  must  deliver  a  global  agreement  based  on  social  and  development  needs,  burden
sharing and the polluter pays principle. Developing countries will need substantial financial  and
technological assistance from the industrialized world. This is necessary to help them to limit their
emissions,  not  least  those caused by deforestation  in  tropical  countries,  and to  strengthen their
resilience to climate change through adaptation. The EU is committed to contributing our fair share
to  this  financing,  and tomorrow the  commission  will  put  forward  a  blueprint  for  the  financial
dimension of a Copenhagen deal...”
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